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Low-Cost High-Speed General Service Fiber Optic Networks
Ming-Kang Liu

ABSTRACT:

Fiber optics isan emerging low cost technology for high speed communications, and the information

age has been characterized as atime ofexploding communication demands ofall kinds. In this thesis, sys
tem solutions tolow cost buthigh performance implementation of fiber optic communication networks for
general servicesareproposed.

A fiber optic network distinguishes itself from other networks by its large transmission bandwidth.
As a result, it is electronics that limits the available bandwidth for theinformation exchange. Also, a gen

eral service network has the capability to support all video, voice, and data traffic. With quite different
traffic characteristics, a general service network should be designed so that all messages are handled

efficiently and satisfactorily. In the thesis, system solutions which (1) minimize the speed mismatch
between optics and electronics and (2) optimize the service for different traffic are considered.
These solutions include: (1) a circuit switching approach called Time Slot Switching (TSS), (2) an

integration ofTSS and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), (3) an integration ofTSS and slotted-ring,
(4) and asimple high speed timing recovery method suited for fiber optics. Circuit switching provides mul

tiple simultaneous links; therefore, the throughput can be much larger than with packet broadcasting such
as CSMA or token-passing. Its fixed transmission delay isalso desirable for voice or video. Compared with

packet switching, circuit switching avoids much of the high speed packet processing; consequently, the
speedconstraint from electronics is mitigated.

The integration of TSS with CSMA or slotted-ring provides better services for data traffic and for
networks covering larger geographical areas. We show that this integration is attractive for better perfor
mance and simple implementation.

The new timing recovery approach for high speed fiber optic communications avoids the use ofPLL
orSAW filters. The basic idea is to use a code with special properties which dramatically simplify the tim-

ing recovery process. This has been experimentally verified at 200 Mb/s using ECL logic. This suggests
that Gb/s speeds can be achieved in bipolarintegrated circuitsor a few hundred Mb/s in CMOS.
These results contribute to achieving high speed fiber optic networks with low cost and high perfor
mance.
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Committee Chairman
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Introduction

1.1. Introduction

Acommunication network consist of nodes interconnected through some transmission medium by
which alarge number ofusers communicate with each other. Anetwork can use radio, coaxial cab.e, pair
wire, or fiber optics as its transmission medium, and i, can span over acampus, acity, or even awhoie
nauon. I, can serve different functions: voice, data, videoinformation, orsomecombination. In this thesis,

afiber optics network to serve various types of traffic will be studied. The network's range can span a
local area to alarger metropolitan area.

This chapter explains the objective of this thesis, fundamental backgrounds, and abriefintroduction
to the approach. Detailed discussion will follow in the remaining chapters.
12. The Objective

Fiber optics provides low cost and high immunity to noise, and has become agood choice for the

•amission medium in local area and melopolitan area networks [1-7]. Also, technologies ofintegrated

decuonics. especiaUy high performance CMOS chcuhs. have improved significantly in bom switching
speeds and function complexity during las. decades [8-10]. With these advanced optics and electronics,
communication bandwidth has been greatly increased.

The formation Age" has been characterized as atime of exploding communications demands of

all kinds. These new demands, for example to provide ageneral service for all voice, data and video,
create grca, challenges for system engineers. Our current communications technologies have been

designed around specific applicauons and these different applicauons impose different constraints on the

network (e.g.. allowable transmission delay). The telephone network, cable networks, and da* packet
switching networks (e.g. the ARPA Net) are examples.
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Interestingly, minicomputers, workstationsand personal computers have gradually replaced the roles

of main frames for data processing and computation. In response to this change, small area networks such
as local area networks (LAN) have emerged to provide the intercommunications between these small com

puters [11]. Ethernet, Token-ring, and Slot-ring are successful examples of such networks [12-15]. In
more recent years, informationexchanges between LANs, PBXs, and main frames have also been needed.
This resulted in the Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) concept [16-19].

In summary, a general purpose local and metro area network is getting more and more important,
and as a result, the objective is to take advantage of well developed and low cost electronics and optics

technologies to serve voice, data, and video traffic in local or metropolitan areas. There are three major
problems to be solved:
(1)

Traffic congestion in a network.

(2)

Integratingthe differentservicerequirements of voice,data,and video traffic.

(3)

The speed mismatch between electronics and optics.

These will be elaborated in the following sections.

Foundations to the approaches to solving these problems - classifications of networks, characteris
tics of traffic, special features of LANs and MANs, and properties of fiber opticsand integrated electronics
—are discussed first Briefdescriptions of the approaches will also be givenbefore detailed discussion in
the remaining chapters.

13. Network Classifications

A network can be classified by its: (1) transmission medium, (2) size, (3) traffic types, (4) bandwidth,
(5) topology, and (6) medium access protocol.

13.1. Transmission Medium

Electrical signals can pass through various kinds of media, with variations in attenuation, noise
interference, and channel bandwidth. Examples are twisted pair in telephone subscriber loops, coaxial

Chapter 1: Introduction

cables incable TVs, free space for radios, and fiber optics for high bandwidth applications.

A good communication channel is characterized by low signal attenuation, low noise interference
level, and large signal bandwidth. Ifanalog transmission isused, linearity will also be important Acom

parison of the attenuation as a function of carrier frequency among twisted pairs, coaxial cables,
waveguides, and optical fibers isshown in Figure 1, [20]. In general, the bandwidth isproportional to the
carrier frequency; as a result, optical fiber is the best medium for transmission in terms ofthe attenuation
and bandwidth. Another important feature of optical fibers is its very low noise interference. Radio

interference, multiple path effect, cross talk, and even strong signal jamming would have very little effect
Figure 1.Attenuation vs.frequency for differentmedia
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to the signals in fibers. This makes fiber optics more attractive than other media in many important
respects.

13.2. Network Size

Not only the transmission medium but also the network size affects the quality of a communication

channel. A largersize requires longer transmission lines and therefore a higher noise level, larger signal
attenuation, and smaller bandwidth due to the dispersive effect These facts make bandwidth over a long

distance very expensive, and we can see in Figure 2 [21] that there is a tradeoff in the network size and
bandwidth for the existing networks.

The network size also has a very important influence from the systempoint of view. A fundamental
limitation is that the propagation delay is linearlyproportional to the networksize, and the larger the propaFigure 2. Data rate vs. network size
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gation delay, the more difficult to synchronize all the users sharing a common medium [22]. For small area

networks such as LANs, the propagation delay and signal distortion are both small. These leads simplicity

in network designs possible. Section 4will study this in detail and itwill be clearer as we go thoroughly in
next three chapters.

133. Network Bandwidth

The available network bandwidth strongly depends on the transmission medium and the network

size, as just explained. Larger bandwidth networks can provide more general service (e.g. video and data)
and lower queuingdelay.

13.4. Network Topology

The network topology is the geometrical relationship of communication nodes in a network. The

topology has strong correlations with its transmission medium, medium access protocol, system reliability
and flexibility, and traffic throughput Figure 3shows some typical network topologies: star, ring, bus, and
tree.

Generally speaking, the bus or ring has alinear structure and therefore traffic flow can be more regu
lar, as aresult, they are potentially more efficient in resolving access conflicts, especially when the network

size is large. Token ring or token bus is an example. On the other hand, since the traffic has to go in one
direction and through all the links, the total throughput is limited by the link bandwidth [22]. In addition,
they have lower reliability because any node's failure may partition the network. The star provides more

flexibility in traffic flow by using acircuit switch inside the central star. In addition, in fiber optics net
works, the optical interface to the network prefers the star topology [7]. The disadvantage is that a central
controller is required to manage theswitching.
13.5. Traffic Types

Voice, data, and video have quite different characteristics in arrival statistics, bandwidth, delay toler
ance, and error tolerance, and a medium access protocol should satisfy all their needs. Detailed discussion
will be given in the next section.
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Figure 3. Different network topologies
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13.6. Medium Access Protocol

A medium access protocol defines the rules for users to share the common medium; inother words, it

specifies how different traffics are multiplexed in a network. The first choice ofmultiplexing isin time or
frequency domain. In this thesis, only time domain multiplexing will be considered, in which there is
another choice: broadcasting orswitching. Discussion ofthese two categories follows.

Broadcasting network techniques including token-ring, slot-ring, and carrier-sensing have been used
to time-share a single physical channel among many stations for LANs. The IEEE 802 standard has esta

blished well defined protocols for LANs. The 802.3 specification is for Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access

with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) on abus, while standards 802.4 and 802.5 are for token-passing on a
bus and aring, respectively [23-24]. The advantages ofthis approach are simple processing (no routing, no
centra] controller, for examples) and low cost (no switching hardware and software required). But broad

casting has the disadvantage that total network throughput is limited by the bandwidth ofa single commun
ication link.
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Switching allows multiple transmissions at the same time and therefore provides ahigher throughput
There are two switching methods: packet or circuit In packet switching, X.25 recommended by CCITT

[25], for example, data is divided into packets, and involves packet capsulation and decapsulation, routing,

sequencing, acknowledgement and error recovery. For a fiber optics environment, these require high
speed processors matched with the high transmission rate of optical links. On the other hand, circuit
switching used in telephone networks, provides a dedicated link by prior call request and therefore
involves no complicated real-time processings. However, protocols involving circuit switching at high

speed and using fiber optics have received less attention, in part because of the unavailability of wideband
optical or electronic circuit switches.

1.4. Traffic Characteristics

A general communication network should accommodate all kinds of data, voice, and video traffic.
Traffic characteristics which can be described by its arrival process, bandwidth, delay tolerance, and error
tolerance are examined below.

1.4.1. Voice

Voice traffic in most cases is interactive and requires real-time transmission. This limits the

transmission delay tobe within tens of milliseconds. Longer delays will make listeners uncomfortable and
even noisy. Onthe other hand, speech is less susceptible tointerference, conversation echoes, lost packets,
than data.

The standard PCM digital speech requires a bit rate of 64Kb/s. During a conversation, statistically

an average of 40 to 50% of time is active in each direction [26]. There are many time compression and
interpolation techniques [27-30] to increase the bandwidth efficiency, but inevitably they introduce extra

hardware and degraded quality. Since fiber optics inLANs and MANs provides abundant bandwidth, stan
dard PCMvoice will be simpler to useand will probably result in a loweroverall cost
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1.4.2. Data

Data traffic can be either interactive or send-and-wait Interactive data (e.g. RS232) has similar
characteristics to voice except that the active time percentage in each direction could be much lower.

Send-and-wait data has a collection ofbits to transmit such as E-mails or file transfers. In general it is
non-interactive and allows alarge variation of transmission delay.

Both these types of data all require a low error rate. Messages in error generally have to be

retransmitted. Their arrival process compared to speech is very bursty. These characteristics make packet
switching is more favorable than circuit switching.
1.43. Video

Video traffic in most cases requires real time transmission, and is not interactive. Compared to
voice, it has much larger bandwidth (50 to 140 Mb/s) and 100% bandwidth usage. As a result, circuit
switching seems to be mostpromising for video.
1.5. Local Area and Metropolitan Area Networks

Local area networks (LANs) were developed first for data communication among workstations or

minicomputers [11,12], and have short propagation delay and small signal distortion. These features pro
vide extra opportunities in the protocol design. For example, CSMA and ALOHA [31-32] both bear the
same concept ofrandom access, but only CSMA has coUision detection (CD) capability to abort acollided

transmission immediately. In general, the larger the propagation delay, the higher the "asynchronousness"
between users. This asynchronousness reveals itself in different forms in different networks. For

CSMA/CD, itisthe time to detect acollision; for token-ring, itisthe time to pass the token; and for TDMA

(Time Division Multiple Access) [33], itis the guard time between adjacent time slots. Fortunately, when
aLAN is concerned, this asynchronousness is negligible and can be traded for simpler protocols or imple
mentations.

Low signal distortion offers an additional opportunity in implementation. If a packet passes a few
nodes which are not the destination, timing recovery would beunnecessary because timing distortion isnot
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significant For fiber optics with low noise, small dispersion, and litUe attenuation, no timing recover is
necessary, thereby reducing the cost in implementation.

Metropolitan area networks (MANs) havealarger network size (about 50 Km); therefore, the propa
gation delay becomes more significant than in LAN, Techniques in LANs consequent* can not be
appUed directly and need at leas, some modification, For example, CSMA/CD would be unfeasible in
MANs because the overhead in collision time is very significant, and IEEE 802.6 [18] is modified from the
slot-ring protocol to fit MAN applications.

On the other hand, if MAN is used for the tatercommunication between LANs, PBXs, and main
frames, the structure ofanetwork for this purpose could be simp.er than man that of LAN, This has an
•naiogytha, wire connections ofcentra, officesin telephone networks are much simpler than those oflocal
userdistribution, This imponan.property win be utilized in the protocol studied in chapter4.
1.6. Fiber Optics and Integrated Electronics

Over the past 15 years, successful efforts have been made to increase the bandwidu, and reduce the
energy attenuation in fibers. Now inexpensive optical fiber media capable of several Gb/s daa nues over

pomwo.potat.inks ofseveral kilometers are avauable. Unas become very attractive to use optica, fiber as
the transmission media for LANs or MANs.

To produce economical fiber optic systems, the electronic functions required in transmits
rece-vers, multiplexors, cireui, switches, buffers, etc. must be eventually integrated as VLSI component,

Unfonunately. neither silicon nor gaUium arsenide technology can provide VLSI implementations capable
ofoperaUng a, ^higher thanafew hundred Mb/s. White this is adequate for tategrated voice, data, and
vrceo services toasingle staUon.it is no, high enough to meet the needs in abroadcast network of tensor
hundreds of stations.

An additional impetus for introducing switching into afiber optic network is mat many years of
nseareh on optica, devices have failed to produce practical three-way optical coupfers Uuu would be
needed for networks based on ashared optical bus P]. The reason is optical couplers have insertion loss
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which limits the total number of taps on abus. Active couplers are subject to failure unreliability and high

cost In addition, practical optical switches that could be the basis for a switched optical network are not
available. However, recent work has demonstrated the feasibility of economical electronic circuit switches

inCMOS VLSI, operating at up to 200 Mb/s data rates per channel [3435]. Assuming the availability of
economical switching techniques, a network based on this requires an opto-electronic transceiver pair for

every link at each switching node. However, avoiding the costly timing recovery function at the switching
node(s) can significantly reduce costs. Provided that crosstalk and timing jitter in a fiber-optic local area
network can be adequately controlled, we will describe an approach which avoids the need for timing
recovery in the switching nodes.
1.7. The Approaches

Instead of going to more exotic and costly technologies to achieve a higher rate network utilizing a
broadcast protocol such as CSMA or atoken-ring, our approach will betoincorporate switching in the net
work, inorder to gain almost unlimited bandwidth capability while at the same time running each link in
the network at the highest speed consistent with low-cost technologies. A comparison between circuit

switching and broadcasting architectures is illustrated in Fig. (4a) and (4b). Switching allows multiple

transmission paths to coexist simultaneously, resulting in greater network throughput for a given link
bandwidth. This approach offers in addition the ability to add network capacity incrementally, and it is
inherently more reliable since failures result inincremental loss of capacity.

In considering switching, we have chosen circuit switching primarily because it allows a switching
fabric that does not actually examine or process the bitstreams passing through (as just explained insec

tion 1.2.6), with the result that the bit rate can be considerably greater for a given low-cost technology.

This greater speed can more than make up for the inefficiency in circuit switching data traffic with fluctuat
ing bit rates, particularly in view ofthat fact that packet switching data networks can easily be overlaid on
the circuit network using lower speed circuits as packet links. Furthermore, the modest efficiencies gained

in packet switching voice and video do not appear to be justified in asmall-area network where bandwidth
is plentiful.

-11-
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Figure 4. Circuit switchingvs. broadcasting

(a) STAR

(b) RING

There has been previous work on LANs using circuit switching at 1 Mb/s [36] and 380 Mb/s [37].

With circuit switching, low speed traffic, like 64 Kb/s voice channels, needs to be multiplexed into high

speed media. This can result in timing recovery and multiplexing functions which reduce the achievable
bit rate. An additional problem withcircuit switching is that when the number of switchable linksis small,
significant blockingwill occurat a low level of network utilization.

These problems withcircuit switching lead usto propose a variant which we call time slotswitching
(TSS). TSS can be described as a time-divided space-division switch in a particular form well-suited to
LANs basedon fiber optics. A detailed description of TSS is in chapter 2.

The electronic switch cannot only be operated to switch different traffics, but can also be configured

in a broadcasting way. This provides the flexibility in combining TSS with other broadcasting protocols
for better serving some data traffic. Chapter 3 considers the integration of TSS and CSMA, and chapter 4
evaluates the combination of TSS and Slot-Ring. Their performance in LANs and MANs will also be stu
died in these chapters.

In chapter 5, an approach leading to the simplification of timing recovery is also considered. High

speed timing recovery is essential but difficult to implement in digital communications. A fixed coding
technique is proposed and tested. Finally, chapter 6 discusses tests of theeffects of no timing recovery but
justamplification when bit streams pass through many circuit switches connected by fiber optics by TSS as
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proposed in chapter 2.
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Part I.

Asynchronous Time Division Networks

CHAPTER 2

Time Slot Switching

2.1. Introduction

Anew medium access protocol called Time Slot Switching fTSS) for use in fiber optics LAN
explained in this chapter. This protocol incorporates features of time division, space division, and time
compression for users to share acommon medium. With these features, data, voice, and video traffic
all be served in asingle local area network. In addition to fiber optics used for transmission. VLSI CMOS

is

can

electrical crosspoints are used to switch traffic widun individual time slots. Based on these techniques,
high network traffic capacity and low implementation costs can be achieved.

Although TSS can serve various kinds oftraffic, operation ofTSS for aspecific type oftraffic with
one constantrate (homogeneous TSS) is first described in section 2. CMOS circuit switches in TSS in gen
eral are distributed in anetwork and controlled by acentral controller which assigns time slots and
crosspoints for requesting traffic. This traffic control management will be explained in section 3. To exam

ine the performance, an analysis is presented in section 4to show the tradeoffs among traffic capacity,
fame guard times, blocking probability for new circuit requests, and transmission delay. The analysis is
done for 64 and 16 Kb/s channels, and the results showthatTSS is more attractive man broadcast protocols
for voice traffic or constant rate data traffic. In section 5. TSS is generalized for serving voice, data, and
video traffic.

22. Homogeneous TSS Networks

By a"homogeneous- TSS network, we mean one which supports amultiplicity ofcircuits, all at the
same consuuu rate (e.g., 64 Kb/s PCM voice channel); this homogeneous assumption will be relaxed in
Section 5.
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2.2.1. Network Topology and Architecture

A TSS network generally consists of switching nodes connected by fiber optics. The switching
nodes connect simultaneous circuits by their internal space-division switches. Users access the switching

nodes through concentrators called timecompression multiplexers (TCM), which multiplex user traffic in a
time-division fashion, figures (1,2). Detailed operations of the switches and TCM will be addressed
shortly.

Figure (la) illustrates a mesh network structure with twotypes of switching nodes. TypeA switches
are onlyconnected withother switching nodes. TypeB switches connect TCMs withType A and/or other
type B nodes.

Figure(lb) shows a type A switching node, drawn to illustrate link level(control) and physical level
(datapath)elements. The circuitswitches needconnection information from the centralcontroller to set up
communication links; this information may be conveyed by a separate (lower speed) network, or by the
TSS network itself where dedicated slots are reserved for this purpose (see section 3).

Figure la. TSS network topology and architecture
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Figure lb. Internal architecture of class A nodes
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Figure (lc) shows atype Bswitching node, where itnot only receives the connection information,
but also transmits control messages like "circuit request" or "circuit finish" from the user terminals.
2.2.2. Basic Operations

Time slot switching (TSS) can be described as aswitched time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
network [1]. TDMA is often used in satellite networks for the same reason itis used here; namely, it

allows very simple hardware for running the network at the maximum speed for a given technology.
TCMs are used in TSS to give users TDMA access. In addition to the TCMs, TSS incorporates circuit
switches to increase traffic throughput; in other words, the configuration ofall the space-division switches
Figure 2. Basic circuit connections
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within the network changes for each time slot, thereby providing amultiplicity ofcircuits.

To set up acommunication link, both the TCM and switches should operate synchronously in each
time slot, figure (2); that is, abit stream from atransmitting user is first multiplexed through aTCM to a
circuit switch in a certain time slot, then arrives at the destination TCM through acorrect connection of

cross-points, and is finally demultiplexed to the receiving user at the same time slot. This synchronization
between the TCM and switches isestablished by apre-anangement and will bediscussed in section 3.
The TCM is an interface between low speed users and high speed circuit switches. The TCM per

forms two functions. One isto buffer anumber ofbits during one frame for lower speed users. Second, the
TCM transmits or receives these bits within the appropriate time slot for which the desired connectivity has

been pre-arranged through the space-division network. Each circuit for aparticular user terminal will con
tinue to access the same time slot in each frame for the duration of the circuit. Figure (3) shows the
Figure 3.Internal structure of a TCM
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configuration of a TCM. Here wesee theuser data streams are first stored in thetransmitting buffers of the
TCM. Typically more than one circuit will be established within a given TCM, and each circuit has its
own buffer. Then during the selected time slots,the data in the corresponding buffers is transmitted over

the high speed link. Similarly, on the receiving side, dataarriving on a high speed linkwithin pre-selected
time slots are stored in receiving buffers, and then transmitted at a continuous slowerspeed to the user ter
minals. To summarize, a lower speed circuit is compressed and transmitted over the higher speed channel

in a specific timeslot in the frame, andat thereceiver thecircuit is decompressed for thatsametimeslotto
the lower speed user terminal.

The Circuit Switches connect physical paths for different communication links. An internal archi
tecture of a circuit switch consists of an electrical cross-point matrix, a bank of slot memory, and control
Figure 4. Internal structure of a circuit switch
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circuitry, figure (4) [2]. The slot memory contains connection information used for changing the
configuration of the cross-point matrix after each time slot The control circuitry provides slot timing and
updates the connection information. In each time slot there are simultaneous circuits being transmitted by
the switches, each at avery high speed (e.g 200 Mb/s) compared to that ofusers. These multiple links
combine to atotal traffic capacity much greater than that achieved by broadcasting protocols such as token
passing or CSMA operating at the same link speed.
2.23. Some Remarks on TSS

For the foreseeable future, electronics rather than optics is the factor that limits the bandwidth of

practical fiber optic networks. TSS is primarily motivated by the desire to minimize the impact of elec
tronic limitations:

1.

The traffic passes through the TSS network asynchronously: in other words, no examination or pro

cessing ofbit streams is required except at the source and destination nodes, where the data can be
handled in aparallel format up to the final parallel-to-serial conversion in the TCM. This minimizes
highspeed electronics constraints.

2.

Because the asynchronousness ofthe traffic flow, different instantaneous bit rates can coexist within
the same network. For example, the logically separate control network can operate at aslower speed
within adedicated time sloteliminating the necessity for using the same high speed electronics tech

nology in the implementation ofthe control as compared to the switching function itself.

3.

Timing recovery is required only once for each link, in the destination node (this is similar to broad
cast networks). High-speed timing recovery is acosdy function in opto-electronic transceivers; this
function would be needed for every channel through every switch if bitor byte synchronization were

required. In contrast the function of low-speed timing recovery for frame synchronization is needed
only onceperswitch node(section 3).

4.

Collisions are eliminated bythe arbitration provided by acentral controller.
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Circuit switching results in a deterministic delay, which isdesirable in voice traffic and some data
communication.

TSS also has disadvantages of course:

1.

Though the switching nodes receive the same global timing, they are distributed in the network. Tim
ing skew among these switching nodes is inevitable. This, coupled with the propagation delay ofsig
nals through the network results inthe need for guard times in each time slotand aresultant reduc
tion in traffic capacity. This is very similar to the situation of satellite communication by TDMA
with distributed earth stations. The needfor reasonable throughput efficiency limitsthe geographical

size of the network, although this limitation can be circumvented by using gateways with internal
buffering.

2.

Circuit switching results inblocking [3]. Ata given traffic intensity, by increasing the total number
of time slots in a frame, theblocking probability can bereduced, butatthe expense of alarger frame

size, which results ina larger transmission delay. The frame size can not bearbitrary large (see Eq.

(9)); however, within its possible range, an achievable traffic intensity level can be estimated by
specifying the blocking probability (e.g. 10"3), Eq. (7).

3.

TSS results in a buffering delay, called the compression time, on the order of the time duration of
one frame. This is due to theneed in the TCM tostore oneframe of data for transmission atahigher

link bandwidth. This presents aproblem in voice and interactive applications. (The first three disad
vantages areanalyzed in detail in section 4.)

4.

Intermediate space-division switches without retiming introduce timing jitter due to dispersion on the
fiber and crosstalk within the switch. This will limit the number of intermediate switching nodes and

hence the allowable network topologies. Experiments toquantify this limit has been carried (chapter
6),and the results showed that the timing jitter isnot noticeable.

5.

The basic circuit switching architecture suggests acentral controller. This, in addition to the require

ment for global time slot timing, introduce possible points of vulnerability to single-point failure.
Thiscan be overcome by careful design and redundancy in these functions.
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23. Switching Management

Because TSS has both timeand spacedivision switching, the TCM and switches need (1) frame tim

ing, (2) slot timing, (3) cross-point connection information, and (4) TCM multiplexing information to set
up correct communication links.

2.3.1. Frame and Slot Timing

The frame and slot timing are needed to change the TCM and switch configurations. These
configurations are differentin each timeslot and repeateach frame.

The frame timing can be obtained simply by generating a frame header of a special pattern and fre
quency from the central controller, just as in TDMA in satellite communications [1]. In TSS, this frame

header can be put at the beginning ofeach frame; and by sensing this particular pattern, the frame timing
can be extracted. Since both theframe and slot timing is at relatively low frequency (e.g. 20 Hz if each

frame is of 50 msec, and 20 KHz if each slot isof SO usee), a simple PLL and a frequency divider can genFigure 5. Frame and slot timing recovery
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erate slot timing synchronized with respect to the frame timing, figure (5).
2.3.2. Circuit Connection Setup

The switches and TCM need connection information to set up circuits correctly in each time slot

Since the switching nodes are generally distributed in the network, this connection is determined and distri

buted by the central controller after the controller receives "call requests" or "call finishes" from users.
This subsection describes an algorithm for the controller to set up circuits, and the next subsection suggests
how to pass the connection information between the switches and controller.

First, the central controller has across-point allocation table for each circuit switch and each time

slot After receiving acircuit request from one switching node to another node, the controller linearly
searches for the first available time slot from the beginning of the frame. Generally, the circuit path may

not be unique for acall, switches and cross-points of the minimum distance path will be chosen ifthere is

no particular reason. Other searching algorithms such as random search are also possible, but will not be
covered in this chapter.

As an example illustrated in figure (6), user terminal Ais currendy transmitting to user Hduring time
slot 1of each frame. TCMs Tl, T4 and the switch S are synchronized to provide this link. Now, user ter

minal Dwants to transmit to user F. There is no other traffic through TCM T2 and T3, and the current link

between A and Hcauses no conflict in using circuit switch S for this new request Thus the central con

troller can assign any slot for this new request and it chooses slot no. 1by the algorithm There will be two

independent circuits in the same time slot Afew moments later, user terminal Gwants to communicate
with user Eand sends the request to the central controller. There is no conflict with the existing circuits in
the central circuit switch S, but T2 and T3 are reserved for Dto Fat slot no. 1. Consequently, the central
controller will assigntime slot 2 for this new request

Ifthere is neither an available time slot nor an available space-division path for anew requested cir

cuit even the destination is idle, blocking occurs. The probability ofblocking is estimated in the next sec

tion. Any circuit can be terminated by transmitting an appropriate "disconnect" message to the central con
troller, releasing theassociated timeslotfor future use.
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Figure 6. A single star network and its circuit setup procedures
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233. The Control Traffic

A logically separate signaling network isneeded to provide the connection information as mentioned
above. This traffic demands can beestimated as follows: suppose there are 1000 users with active probabil

ity 50% (i.e. 50% ofusers are most likely using circuits at any time), and an average ofcircuit holding time
is

three minuntes such as in voice conversations, there will be only 1000-^=2.8 calls/min. Suppose

each circuit establishment requires 1 Kb/call (to send source and destination addresses to the controller,
and to send the connection information to the switching nodes), then the total control traffic demand is
only about 3 Kb/s.
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As mentioned before, though this control traffic can be supported by aseparate lower speed network,

itcan be supported by the same TSS network with the first few slots reserved. For example, in the network
shown in figure (1), let the switching node oftype Aon the right be the central controller also, the connec
tion information for all the switches and TCM can be broadcasted at the second time slot of each frame,

and the call request and finish information from all the switching nodes oftype Bcan be sent to the con
troller atthe third and forth time slots (at least two slots needed since there is a circuit conflict of two type

B switching nodes on the left). It is noted that the first slot is already assigned for the extraction ofthe
frame timing.

2.4. Performance Analysis of Homogeneous TSS

In this section, we present aquantitative analysis ofthe behavior ofthe TSS network. For simplicity,
we treat the homogeneous case in which all circuits have the same bit rate. In order to quantify the impact
of the choiceof the bit rate, we consider two cases: 16and64 Kb/s.

In the analysis ofTSS, we must consider anumber ofdependent parameters: the number oftime

slots per frame, the length of atime slot, the blocking probability for new circuit connection requests, utili
zation, and the compression delay. In the remainder ofthis section, we determine the following:

1.

The guard time, required to protect the data in adjacent slots. It will be shown to be proportional to
the maximum propagation delay in thenetwork.

2.

The blocking probability, which is afunction ofthe topology and available circuits. We approximate
this probability for asingle ordouble star network topology.

3.

The compression delay, which depends on the total number of time slots per frame, the slot size, and
hence the utilization.

4.

The preceding allows us finally to study the tradeoff between network utilization and the compres
sion delay for a fixed blocking probability and network topology.

Before proceeding with the analysis, some definitions are appropriate:
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Network Circuits: The average number ofcircuits connected at one time. Using telephone termi

nology, this has the units ofErlangs, where one Eriang is equivalent to one circuit continuously connected.

Network Utilization: The ratio of average total network throughput (bits per second) to the capacity
ofone link. Since multiple finks are utilized in TSS due to switching, the network utilization in general can
be greater 100%. This definition ofutilization enables us to compare the traffic capacity to that ofamulti
ple access protocol using asingle shared link with the same capacity.

Blocking Probability: The probabiUty that a circuit initiation request will be denied due to the
absence ofan available circuit path for any time slot between source and destination.

Compression Delay: The delay introduced in the most efficient implementation of TSS is equal to
the time duration ofone frame, which we call the compression delay. TTie delay in apractical implementa
tion is likely to be slightly larger than this, since the propagation delay will be comparably smaller.
2.4.1. GuardTime Analysis

Atime slot shown in figure (2.b) is shown in more detail in figure (7), where tL is the leading guard
time of atime slot tT is the trailing guard time ofatime slot and r^ is the interval of time available for
actual data transmission. Then we have an expression for the interval of time corresponding to atime slot
tsbt^tL +t&tX +tTBt&AX+tuiu

(1)

The requirement for non-zero tL and tT derives from finite propagation delay and timing skew (due to dis
tributed global timing propagaUon delay between the central clock and each switching node in the netFigure7. Internal structure of a time slot
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work).

The slot utilization tu, ,defined as the fraction ofthe slot bandwidth actually used for data transmis
sion, is

^'^izr

(2)

From Eq.(2), we want to minimize the guard times tL and tT. This minimal condition of tL +tT* tu.
can be obtained as in figure (8). Starting with tL, the purpose of the leading guard time is to insure that a
packet does not arrive at anode prior to the start of atime slot Suppose node Asends apacket to node B
where the global time slot timing of Node Aleads that of Node B, as shown in figure (8a). To ensure that
the beginning ofthe packet from Node Adoes not arrive too early, we have
tL+tnjB Zt±M

where tnAB is the propagation delay between nodes Aand B, and t^ is the timing skew for the time slot
clock between nodes A and B.

Similarly, the purpose of the trailing guard time is to insure that the end of apacket from node Bto
node Aoccurs before the end of the time slot as shown in figure 8b. The requirement is that
t&tpgM+tAAB

The above conditions have to hold for any two switching nodes, so we have

^ Jo, if/Aff«<V
I *A,m«x —tpgjiun » otherwise.

w

Also,

fre f^rnax +(pg .mix

(4)

The worst case occurs when tn^n =0and tA^sn =tpgJBM =tpgt in which case
tL=tpg

tT^2tn

tidUBtL + tT*3tn

(5)

Because tn, the maximum propagation time throught the network, cannot be reduced without
compromising the size of the network, the only way to minimize the guard time tuu is to minimize the
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Figure 8. Guard time analysis for the worst cases

Global Slot Timing for Nod* A

*DATA

Global Slot Timing

/'for Node B
Node B

(Rx)

(a). The worst case for the leading guard time.

Node A

(Rx)

tpg.AB'
(b). The worst case for the trailing guard time.

timing skew t^max- If we borrow a technique from TDMA satellite communications, where guard time
also exists because of distributed earth stations [1], the guard time can be reduced by estimating the dis
tance between the earth station and the satellite in the initialization of the switching nodes. Similarly, the
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propagation delay between a switching node to the central controller in TSS can be estimated, and the

frame timing can be offset by this amount That is, the time skew effect in the guard time can be reduced

to a minimum;in that case,by Eqs. (3-4), tL will be 0 and tT will be only one tpg. The idle time could be
reduced to

tua*~ tpg.

(6)

In particular, if there is only one switching node in TSS, just like the case where many earth stations com
municate to each other by only one satellite, the propagation effect in the trailing guard time (Eq. (4)) will
also be zero, and the guard time can be made to approach to zero.

2.42. Network Circuits and Blocking ProbabiUty
In this section, we calculate the relationship between the average number of active circuits and the

blocking probabiUty in TSS. For a given network topology, any TSS network can be transformed into a
topologicaUy equivalent space-division switching network for which the blocking probabiUty can be

estimated by the method of Lee [3]. To illustrate, a simple single star network in figure (6) is considered.
There are M TCMs connected to the central M by M switch, K time slots in each frame of the TCM, and

N <K user terminals connected to each TCM. As shown in figure (9), this switching network is

equivalent to a space-division network with three stages. There are K (M by M) switches in the middle
stage, one for each time slot, corresponding to the single physical time-divided space-division M by M
switch. Each TCM allows the N user terminals to access one of K time slots, and hence is topological^

equivalent to an N by K space-division switch.

In general, except for special designs [4]. switching networks have a non-zeroblocking probabiUty.
Given a circuitswitch structure. Lee [3] developed an approximate method of evaluating the blockingpro
babiUty. For a single-star network shown in figure (6), by Lee's method (see Appendix A), we have the
following approximation to the blocking probabiUty,

Ptk = [l-Q-P)1)K
»- A
p-JIZ'
where A is the total offered traffic in Erlangs.
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Figure 9. Logical connection comparison between asingle star TSS
anda 3 stage circuit switching network
N

N

N

N

(a). Switching Connections ofthe Stogie Star inFigure 6

N

N

N

N

(b). Equivalent Three Stage Space-Division Switching Network
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Figure 10.A double star TSS network

r-No

A similar analysis for aadouble-star network (Fig. (10), see Appendix B) gives

A=AN2|l-(l-pi")TJ.

(7)

Figure (11) illustrates this relation numerically for ablocking probability of10~3.

Our experience is that Lee's method gives aconservative estimate of blocking probabiUty; that is, it
estimates ablocking probabUity higher than the actual. This is substantiated by simulation, the results of
which are compared to Eq.(7) in figures (12) and (13). Lee's method ofEq. (7) wffl be used in the foUowing performance analysis.
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Figure 11.Achievable network circuitsas a function of the total
number of time slots in a frame and the size of circuit switches

for the topology in Figure 10.The blocking probability is set to
0.001.
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Figure 12. Blocking probability comparisons between the simulation and
Lee's method, for the single star topology in Figure 6.
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Figure 13. Blocking probabUity comparisons between the simulation
and Lee's method, for the double topology in Figure 10.
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2.43. Compression Delay

The compression delay in TSS is equal to the duration of one frame. Since there are K time slots in
each frame, the compression delay is
D=Ktslol.

(8)

Considering now one circuit corresponding to one time slot the following relation insures that the
input bit rate can be accommodated within the time slot time less the guard time,

/?#*>££=/? fo

(9)

where R is the bandwidth on a link, B is the bit rate for one circuit to is the time interval for information

transmission, and D is the duration of a frame from Eq.(8). The left side of Eq.(9) equals the maximum
available number of bits for transmission during one time slot, while the right side represents the number of
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bits accepted for one circuit from the data terminal. EquaUty occurs when the whole #* is used for
transmission.

Bysimple manipulation of Eqs. (1,9),
_ tjdlt + A/p

ttU"—i

KB

(10)

where AtD - iff** - tD and adding Eq. (8),

D=KtkB'+$>
1-

(ii)

nr

Since larger Kresults in alarger number of circuits available at agiven blocking probability (Eq. (7)), we
see the promised tradeoff between throughput and delay, where as expected the delay increases as
throughput increases. In addition, KB is the total available throughput passing through any cross-point and
is limited by the link bandwidth R; as aresult Kcan not be arbitrary large and is bounded by 4. Also,

Afo can not be reduced to 0in practice, since some preamble bits are necessary for the bit timing recovery
at the receiver. But itismuch smaUer than tiri, and can be neglected.
Figure 14. Compression delay asa function ofthe total number of time
slots ina frame, where each slot is a64 Kb/s channel, the Unk rate
is 100 Mb/s, and the blocking probability is0.001.
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Figure 15. Same analysis as in Figure 14, but each slot is 16 Kb/s Channel.
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Figures (14,15) give numerical results describing these relations for B=64 Kb/s and 16 Kb/s respec
tively. We expect that R=200 Mb/s can be achieved using alow-cost CMOS technology for the switches
[2,5], but to be conservative we use R=100 Mb/s. In the figures, AtD is assumed 0in Eq. (11). If apropa
gation velocity of 2108m/«c is assumed in the optical fiber and the worst case in Eq. (5) is assumed, then
the tuu to network size ratio is 15 psec/Km in figures (14,15). The three cases shown correspond, there
fore, toa maximum network dimension of 1,2, and 3 km.
2.4.4. Network Utilization vs. Compression Delay

The previous results can be used to obtain the relationship between network utilization and compres

sion delay ifwe combine the results for compression delay and blocking probabiUty. In the following,
assume that the fuU #* in each time slot is used in transmission. For this case, by Eqs. (1), (2), and (10),
we have:

«

-KB

(12)

Furthermore, total network utilization can be easily expressed in terms of A, the average offered

traffic in Erlangs. Because there are Acircuits on average, by definition ofnetwork utilization, we have:
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(13)

By Eq. (7), we have:

Tlw«^Hk=i=N2U-(\-p&y*h
N2|1- (1 - PA )"<[TVtoi

<14>

Eq. (14) gives very important physical insight into TSS networks. Total network utilization is naturally

increased by the factor N2 due to the multiple transmission Unks, while it is subject to two degrading fac
tors. One is the effect of the guard time expressed by t^, , and the other is the blocking probabiUtylimita
tion in the brackets.

By combining Eq.(U) with Eqs. (12,14), an expression relating D and T|M(Me,t can be obtained.
Instead of writing this complicated expression, by observing:

asl-(l-/»i)1'2
is a weak function of K, simple manipulation of Eqs. (7,11,13) gives
Figure 16. Trade-offs between compression delay and the network utilization,
where each slot is 64 Kb/s, link rate is 100 Mb/s, and blocking probabiUty
is 0.001. Solid lines are for a network of 1 Km (15 Msec idle time), and
dash Unes correspond to 2 Km.
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t\nttwork

Rtidu
D =
B .

Ntjol
knitwork

(15)

l~ N2a
This expression is very similar to those in multiple access protocols, even though the underlying reasons

are quite different Figures (16,17) show that T)M(MV^>1 can beachieved at a reasonable delay; that is, the
total utilization can be much larger than the bandwidth of onelink that would be characteristic of a multi

access protocol. Forexample, at a 50msec compression delay (which would beacceptable fora voice net
work), lOOMb/s network bandwidth, 10~3 blocking probabUity, anda 16by 16 switch in the central starof
a double star network, TWi»w*=10 is easily achieved for 64 Kbps/slot This corresponds to a 1000 Mbs

total network throughput in comparison to a 100 Mbs for each link. Thus, for these parameters the
increased capacity from multiple Unks dominates over the diminished capacity due to guard times and
blocking probabiUty.

The effect of the link bandwidth on the delay-utilization characteristic can be also observed from Eq.

(15). With a given network utilization andfixed idle time, the delay is proportional to thelink bandwidth.
Intuitively, to keep the same utilization, the time interval in each time slotfor transmission must be same,
Figure 17.Sameanalysisas in Figure 16,but 16 Kb/schannel per slot
is assumed.
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^

and the total bits transmitted in each slot is proportional to the link bandwidth, but the compression delay

wffl also linearly increase. From Eq. (15), the effect of increasing link bandwidth is the same as decreasing
the idle time by the same proportion. As aresult, smaUer idle time (smaller network) can be used to
counterbalance the increase indelay because of increase inUnk bandwidth.
2.5. Heterogeneous TSS

In section 4, the homogeneous case where all circuits had the same bandwidth was considered.
However, in practice we seek to integrate data, voice and video traffic within TSS.
First we can have the foUowing assignment

1.

Each time slotis equivalent to a 16Kb/s channel.

2.

Voice traffic uses a fixed 64 Kb/s bitrate, and each channel isassigned 4 time slots.

3.

Interactive data traffic has a fixed rate, e.g. 16 Kb/s, 32 Kb/s, etc.; a multiple number of slots are
assigned depending on its bit rate; that is, one slot for 16 Kb/s, and so on.

4.

Video has no standard rate and isin the order of20 Mb/s to 200 Mb/s. For simpUcity, awhole frame

circuit wiU be assigned for this large bandwidth traffic. Because the circuit switches are distributed

and provide multiple circuits, this assignment wffl not significandy affect other traffic transmission.
5

Fixed length data such as file transfer can be assigned acertain number ofslots based on its length.
This will beexplained inmore detail in the remaining section.
Several characteristics of thisapproach should be mentioned:

1.

Ifitcan be arranged for these slots to be contiguous, then there is apotential saving in guard time. In
the extreme case ofahigh bandwidth full-motion video signal, one entire Unk or most ofaUnk could
be dedicated to one circuit The overall utilization would then increase considerably above that
estimated in the previous section.

2.

For the heterogeneous case, the compression delay remains equal to one frame interval.
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3.

When the blocking probabiUty for one circuit issmall, say 10-3, the blocking probabUity for ahigher
rate circuit made up of lower rate circuits is approximately multiplied by the number oftime slots
assigned in a frame.

4.

For file transfer, we simply want the maximum bandwidth avaUable to minimize the time to transfer
the file. Ifthere isonly one file transfer request and the file can be transmitted within one frame by
available time slots, the number of time slots assigned can bevariable depending on the size of the

file, and the blocking probabiUty is not a meaningful concept However, if there is more than one

request for file transfer, or the file transfer cannot be finished in one frame, the maximum use of
available bandwidth will possibly block others' requests. Thus, we should be conservative in assign
ing bandwidth for file transfer.

For the last point relating to file transfer, we can suggest two approaches to assigning bandwidth.
The first rule, the constant law,
LD

(16)

n=r-FHoTO?1
Figure 18. Number of time slots assigned as a function ofthe file length
for file transfer.
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assigns a bandwidth proportional to the file length (resulting in aconstant file transfer time). The second,
the square root law, assigns a smaller bandwidth,

where n is the number of time slots assigned which wiU be the same for each succeeding frames until the

file isexhausted, LD isthe data size ofthe file, /0isa time parameter that isequal tothe total transmission

delay for the constant law, and L0 is a length parameter. Transmission delay is equal to mt0 when
LD =m2Lo atsquare root law, and mis an integer. The resulting time for file transmission is,
to, constant law

Transmission Delay =.

(18)

(JpL)%{0, square root law

Numerical results are shown in figures (18,19). The constant law promises smaUer transmission delay (Eq.

18) at the expense of larger blocking probability for other requests (by assigning more free time slots). The
square root law haslesseffect onother users.

Figure 19. Total time for file transmission as a function ofthe file length.
Square root law has longer transmission time than constant law, butwith a
lower blocking probability.
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The performance and hardware cost are attractive for voice and video traffic in this heterogeneous
TSS since they are well suited to circuit switching. The same can be said for file transfer activity as long as

the file length is long enough that the circuit connection time is insignificant For interactive data traffic,
however, there are significantdisadvantages:

1.

For very small data packets, the overhead in establishing acircuit istoo large.

2.

Interactive data traffic at a fixed rate isidle most ofthe time. TTie slots reserved are wasted during

idle periods. This reduces the effective network utilization below our earlier estimates.

If these disadvantages are dominant, as in anetwork where interactive data represents asignificant
fraction of the total offered traffic, itis possible tooverlay packet data networks on top ofTSS. For exam

ple, we can establish apacket network operating at lower speeds where the implementation costs are rea

sonable by establishing semi-permanent circuit links through the TSS network. For example, atoken ring
can easUy be established. TSS is very flexible in its abiUty to reconfigure and reassign capacity to various
services such as packet data networks on a demand basis. It is also possible to combine TSS with a
CSMA/CD data network in aportion ofthe frame [6,7]. These extensions ofTSS to combine CSMA/CD

or slotted-ring wffl be considered in Chapters 3and 4. In fact the presence ofthe active switches consider

ably simplifies the detection of coUisions in such anetwork. This extension of TSS wiU be explained in
chapter 3. We should emphasize again that due to the asynchronous nature of the switches, overlaid data
networks can also use arbitrary bit rates as long as they adhere to the maximum rate imposed by the switch.
2.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we describe anew protocol for local-area networks: time slot switching or TSS.
Since electronics is the factor Umiting the bandwidth ofpractical fiber optical networks. TSS is very attrac

tive by minimizing electronics in switching nodes. It uses circuit switching, which appears more appropri
ate for very high speeds and is quite compatible with voice and video traffic, but does not preclude overlaid
packet networks for interactive data traffic operating at more moderate speeds. The network is compatible
with fiber optics technology, since it utilizes only point-to-point links at speeds that are quite modest by
fiber standards. It is quite compatible with integrated traffic, and can easily provide different effective
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speeds for different services. Its greatest strength is the abUity to incrementaUy add capacity and the abUity
to reach quite impressive total throughputs without exotic technologies. Its greatest weakness is its limita

tion in geographical size to the order ofone to two kUometers. This latter Umitation can be overcome by
the standard technique ofadding gateways with buffering at the expense ofadditional delay.
TSScan bedescribed as awideband distributed PBX, and isperhaps acloser relative totoday's PBX

products than it is to traditional LAN approaches. Since technologies springing from both LAN and PBX
products show promise in providing an integrated solution to local communications, it wffl be interesting to
see which approach becomesdominant
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Appendix A.Blocking Probability Analysis: Single Star

In this appendix, the blocking probabiUty is estimated based on Lee's method [3] for asingle star
network as shown in figure (6).

Assume that p, the probabiUty ofany one time slot on any one link being already used, is known,
and that the events of different time slots on the same link or different links being used are independent

Now, suppose we want to form anew connection between two TCMs in any particular time slot The pro

babiUty of success is (1 -p)2. Therefore the blocking probabiUty for the connection in any particular time
slots is 1- (1 -p)2. Because there are K time slots can be chosen for the connection, the probabUity that
they are all blocked is

P*=jl-(1-P)2[

^

It remains to determine the probabiUty p. Assume there are A time slots in use on average, then the

active probabUity for user terminals is po=AINM, since there are total NM users. Assuming the traffic is
uniformly distributed in aU time slots and there are N user terminals in each TCM,

>->4-k

lA2)

Appendix B. Blocking Analysis: Double Star

The blocking probabUity for the double star in figure (10) is estimated in this appendix. It is assumed
here that acircuit connection foUows the same hierarchy principle as in telephone networks. That is, if a

circuit can be locally connected through the local switching star, no connection will be required in the cen

tral switching star. Therefore, ablocking probabUity is larger ifacircuit needs to go through the central
switching star. To obtain aconservative estimate, this latter probabUity wffl be used.

By Lee's method and using the same technique as in Appendix A, the blocking probabiUty is
Pbt

^jl-d-piW-p^r

P-1)
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where

Pl= KiN^DNi
is the probabiUtyof use for the time slots around local switches, and

P2-TN^
is that probabUityfor the time slots around central switches.

Since p i is in general much smaller than p2t thefactor (1-p i)2 in Eq. (B.1)can be neglected. Net
work throughput may therefore be expressed as:

|hi-^)1/2

A=KN2

(B.2)
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CHAPTER 3

Integration of TSS and CSMA/CD

3.1. Introduction

In chapter 2,the concept of time slot switching (TSS) isproposed to allow all data, voice, and video
traffic ina single optic network. As mentioned, TSS isideal for voice and video traffic because of its cir
cuit switching nature. However, as pointed out in chapter 1, data traffic isvery bursty and has low activity;
as a result mostdata networks are packet switched instead of circuit switched. CSMA/CD, ALOHA, and

Token-passing are examples [18-20]. Based on above considerations, an integration of TSS and
CSMA/CD is motivated.

To justify the intergration, in section 2, a comparison between the performance of TSS and
CSMA/CD for the interactive data traffic is first investigated. The results prove thatCSMA is better than

TSS for this traffic type in terms of delay vs. avaUable circuits. Therefore, TSS combined with CSMA is

promising and its operations are explained in section 3. The basic hardware architecture and part of the
operational principles are similar to the original TSS network except that CSMA/CD is alternatively
operated with TSS inthe same network. During the CSMA cycle, the circuit switches wffl beoperated in a
broadcasting mode. In section 4, some features of integrated TSS/CSMA are discussed. Fust by the spe

cial property of the switching matrix, coUision detection circuitry can be replaced by energy detectors.

Second, the performance and the flexibUity inchanging the cycle ratio are also addressed. Allthese show
that integrated TSS/CSMA is satisfactory for mixed data, voice, and video environment
3.2. A Performance Comparison between TSS and CSMA

Asacomparison of the performance between TSS and CSMA, interactive date traffic (e.g. terminals
and hosts* conversation) is studied in this section. The figure of merit is the number of interactive links

which can be provided for the same link bandwidth and the same transmission delay. The quantitative
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result justifies integrated TSS/CSMA inasingle network.

There are many analyses of the performance of CSMA [1,2], assuming an infinite number of users
with finite total incoming rate obeying Poisson process. They also have non-persistent or p-persistent reaccess versions when colUsion is detected [2]. There are other analyses ofmodified CSMA/CD disciplines,
for example with virtual time [3,4] or with priority queue [5,6].

For simplicity, we will use the analytic results from [1] for the comparison. This is amore conserva

tive comparison than in [3-6]. (If the results favor CSMA, ofcourse this implies modified CSMA in [3-6] is
also favored, since it is better.) In the analysis of [1], both afinite total incoming Poisson rate and afixed

successful access probabiUty (the probabiUty that there is no colUsion) are assumed. This requires some
traffic monitoring and feedback mechanisms to adapt the access rate of each station wishing to access the
channel. For example, abinary exponential backoff algorithm can be used [7].

The comparison between CSMA and TSS using results from [1] is shown in figure (1). Both network
sizes of10 Km and 1Km are compared. (We assumed 5usee per Km of fiber propagation delay.) In the
Figure 1. Performance Comparison ofTSS and CSMA by [1]. Two network
sizes are 1Km and 10 Km, which correspond to5 usee and 50 usee.

(see text). TSS results are under the same conditions ofFigure 2.
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figure we see an increase in delay when traffic intensity increases (which is proportional to the total number
of conversations. We assumed a mean Poisson rate for each user of 1 packet/sec. The total number of

conversations is therefore equal to the ratio of the total Poisson rate to the individual Poisson rate.)

Apparently, the result shows CSMA isbetter than TSS until the saturation point isreached.
In this chapter, another CSMA model for interactive data traffic is assumed. This is to provide a

better practical model than [1] for interactive data traffic. If someone is typing a character or sending a
command, he wffl not generally type another character or send another command. Also, a traffic adaptive
mechanism is not always avaUable. Even if there is, it might not beideal to provide a fixed successful pro

babUity. The detailed model is studied inthe Appendix. Briefly, itis assumed there are finite users sharing
the common CSMA network. Each has the same Poisson access rate. But whenever a user has a packet to

send, but not yet finished, there is no othernew incoming packet

Figures (2,3) show the results from the simulation of this model. Figure (2) shows a comparison
among theresults from TSS, CSMA by [1], and the simulation, where the successful access probabiUty is
also assumed fixed in simulation. It is noted that CSMA by [1] and the model in simulation have approxi

mately the same saturation point However, for the model in simulation, because of smaller total Poisson
access rate when longer queuing, the slope is much smaller than [1]. Because of the bursty nature, both
cases of CSMA are better than TSS before saturation.

Figure (3) gives the simulation results when the access rate for each individual user is fixed. (There
fore the successful access probability decreases when total traffic increases.) Different curves obtained
from simulation correspond to different access rates for each individual. It seems there is an optimum
access rate, as explained in the Appendix. From the figure, note that CSMA is still more attractive than
TSS if a good access rate is assumed.

The above results suggest that CSMA is more ideal for data traffic than TSS. On the other hand, if
conversation links are used with highly active percentage, circuit switching by TSS is much better, as

explained inchapter 2. This motivates the integration ofTSS with CSMA. The remaining sections of the
chapter are devoted to this integration.
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Figure 2a. Performance comparison ofTSSand CSMA by thesimulation.
The model is described in the appendix, where fixed successful access

probability isassumed. Thecurve by [1] isalso drawn for comparison.
The network size is 1 Km. The TSS result is under blocking probability

of 0.001, doublestar topology, 16by 16switches, and 16 Kb/s per slot.
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Figure 3a. Performance comparison ofTSS and CSMA by the simulation,
where fixed access rate for each individual user isassumed. The
network size is1Km. Other assumptions are the same as Figure 2.
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Figure 3b. Same as Figure 2b, except that the network size is 10 Km.
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33. Medium Access Protocol for Integration ofTSS andCSMA

In this section, we discuss how to integrate CSMA/CD and TSS in asingle network. Basically, the

network is stffl in atree or double star topology suggested in chapter 2. In the original CSMA/CD network,
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it is a bus topology where the packets are broadcasted. By having the capabUity ofbroadcasting from cir
cuit switching ina TSS network, CSMA/CD can beeasily added. Asimple medium access protocol issug
gested for the integration:
(1). Periodical Time Frames:

Each time frame is divided into two subframes: one for TSS switching, the other for CSMAbroad

casting, figure (4). Let us caU the first part "Switching Cycle" , and "Broadcasting Cycle" for the
second part Thesame structure of time frames isrepeated.
(2). SwitchingCycle for TSS:

In each switching cycle, we still have many time slots. These time slots are assigned for voice traffic
and certain types ofdata. Data ofmedium size (lKbs to lOOKbs, for example) is in this category.

Large size data whose transmission delay is not very important can also be assigned in this category.
Time slotassignment is the same as suggested inchapter 2.
(3). Broadcasting Cyclefor CSMA/CD:

In each broadcasting cycle, the switching matrix in each concentrator isconnected in a broadcasting

configuration. This wffl be discussed in detaU in the next subsection. Users desiring to transmit cer
tain types of data contend in this cycle. SmaU size data packets (below lKbs) and large size packets

(above lOOKbs) requiring short transmission delay are generaUy in this category. We assign small
Figure 4.Time domain picture ofintegration ofTSS and CSMA, where each
frame consists of two subframes: one for TSS and one for CSMA.
One Frame

CSMA/CD

Contention Cycle
•**Hs-

TSS Cycle
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packets because of its inefficiency in connecting a caU by the central control for a very short dura
tion, and large size packets because of very long transmissiondelay by TSS.
(4). Cycle Time Adaptation:

The ratio of switching cycle and broadcasting cycle (ratio of Ta and 7» in figure (4)) can be either
static or dynamically changed. In this way, the network can always be tuned to its optimum perfor
mance, based on the specific traffic distribution of the network.

(5). Transition Processing between Two Subframes:

If packet transmission is not completed at the end of CSMA broadcasting cycle, the packet wffl be
repeated in the coming broadcastingcycles.

By integrating thesetwo different services in a singlenetwork, some interesting new features are dis
cussed in the foUowing section.

3.4. Further Considerations

When combimng the two protocols, TSS and CSMA, as suggested in the last sections, some new
aspects arise which aredifferent from considering each protocol alone. These include the consideration of
Figure 5a. Network topology for the integration of TSS and CSMA
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hardware implementations, flexibfflty in adapting the cycle ratio of TSS and CSMA, and also the individual
performance after the integration.

3.4.1. Hardware Architecture

The overaU network architecture can be shown in figure (5). Figure (5a) shows a star-like topology,

which is just the same as that of pure time slot switching networks (in chapter 2). For the switching nodes
of type A, where there are no users connected, the specific architecture is shown in figure (5b). As com
pared to TSS networks, the control network for TSS signaling can now be handled by the CSMA subnet
work, instead of some dedicated slots as suggested in chapter 2. For the switching nodes of type B, where
there are users connected, the specific architecture is shown in figure (5c). This shows it is very similar to

the architecture in pure TSS. The only difference is the extra CSMA subnetwork link level processing.

The circuit switches in the node physical level provide the data path for both TSS and CSMA. The
switching matrix in each switching node can not only be operated for circuit switching, but also can be

Figure 5b. Architecture inside Class A node.
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Figure 5c Architecture inside Class B node.
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configured forbroadcasting. Figure (6) shows the switcharchitecbire fflustrated by a 3 by 3 mauix. Figure
(6a) shows the configuration of the switching mode. Its operation has been described in chapter 2. During

the broadcasting cycle, each switch is controlled by an energy detection circuit, as shown in figure (6b).
When there is an incoming signal to some channel, say channel 1, the switches S\2 and 513 are connected

by the signal from energy detector ED 1. A broadcasting configuration is thus formed.

Generally speaking, multiple switching nodes in a TSS network can provide multiple paths for a

broadcast packet, figure (7a). Because of thedelay difference between different paths, "selfcoUision" can

happen if care is nottaken. This problem can beeasUy overcome by linearizing the network; that is,cerFigure 6b. Architecture inside the switch where CSMA is under operation.
The switches are controlled by the energy detector, which wUI close the
switch if there is an incoming signal.
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tain crosspoints in the circuit switches are always disabled so that packets can be broadcast in only one
direction, figure (7b).

Because of the nature ofCSMA/CD, coUisions are possible. Torecognize the coUision and abort the

transmission immediately, coUision detection is required. There are different approaches to implementing
this detection function [9-11]. Most of the methods suffer a high cost receiver to detect signals of large
dynamic range or a high speed processor to decode thedata.

By using the circuit configuration inside the switch as in figure (6b), a simple coUision detection
mechanism can be implemented. Along the diagonal, each switch is always offinthe broadcasting cycle.
This prevents the transmitter from receiving its own packet Whenever the corresponding receiver receives
anything, a collision can be immediately recognized. This arrangement in fact has an optical analog in
[12], butat the expense offancy optical technology. This simplification ofcircuits for coUision detection is
consistent with the low cost motivation of TSS.

Figure 7a. Illustration of multiple paths for packet broadcasting.
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Figure 7b. Linearization of a network to avoid multiple paths.

Crosspoints for connections between S2 and S3 are
disabled in CSMA cycle to linearize the network
3.4.2. Traffic Priority

By integrating the different service characteristics of CSMA/CD and TSS in a single network, and
including the flexibility of changing the ratio of T, to Tb% the specific needs for each network can be
satisfied. The ratio abovecanbe either static or dynamically adapted, depending on the particular network

environment For example, in an office scenario, the demands for data and voice wffl most likely foUow
the same trend (both high in the peak hours, and both low near the beginning and end of each working

day). A static ratio wffl be fine for this situation. On the other hand, for a research and development
environment thetraffic requirement distribution may fluctuate widely. It is better if a dynamic division of
the two services can be provided.

Some work on the dynamic traffic service division has been done, for example a Moving Slot Time

Division Multiplexing (MSTDM) isproposed in [13]. BasicaUy, the network follows the CSMA/CD proto

col. By insisting transmission even with coUision for voice traffic, this protocol behaves like TDMA. For
data traffic, the protocol behaves just as CSMA/CD. This protocol has a good property of fixed delay for
voice traffic, and ensures no packet wffl be lost However, when voice traffic keeps increasing, the net-
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work capacity wffl be occupied by aU the voice traffic. There wffl be no room for data traffic. Therefore
this network can be described as a"voice-priority" network. In the foUowing. asimple adaptation scheme

is suggested in changing the ratio of two service cycles. By Umiting the range of the ratio, the network can
be operated either as a"voice-priority", "data-priority", or a"balanced" network.
Suppose there are total ofK time slots inatime frame:

(1) Assume currently there are K, time slots for the switching cycle, and Kb time slots for broadcasting
cycle. Obviously, Ks+Ki,-K.

(2) If there are Nu incoming calls which are blocked, increase K, by 1. Kb therefore is decreased by 1.
(3) K, cannot be increased more when KM reaches its upper bound K, jm.

(4)

Ifno caUs are blocking during atime interval TfM*, K, is decreased by 1.

(5)

K, cannot be decreased more when reaches its lower bound A*,**.

By defining the parameters Ktfnax and Kt/niHt we can determine the priority for voice or data traffic.
Also, by defining the parameters N* and Tfnt, we can determine the adaptation speed.
3.43. Traffic Performance

When TSS and CSMA/CD are integrated, each time frame is divided into two subframes for each

access protocol, and the service from each protocol is no longer continuous. That is, TSS and CSMA/CD
provides the service via the same communication media alternatively. This situation can be modeled as
cycUc servers or vacation servers [14-17]. There are two classes in the cycUc server models: exhaustive
and non-exhaustive. Ifthe server keeps servicing until the queue is empty, itis called exhaustive. Other

wise itis caUed non-exhaustive. In the exhaustive case, there are also some subclasses. In the analysis

developed in [17], the only difference for each subclass is the upper Umit of the number which each server
can serve in each cycle. For example, ifthe number is one for each server, it is caUed the "ordinary cycUc
model". In all the above cases, the time interval or the cycle time for each server is stochastic. However, in

the case of this chapter, the cycle time is fixed. (At least for the static adaptation case, and slowly varying
for the dynamic case.) Careful examination of this problem suggests an analytic solution is not easUy
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obtained. Instead, some simulation results and discussions are provided for the integrated performance.
Let us first concentrate on the performance of TSS. By assigning a fraction ofeach lime frame for

CSMA/CD. there are fewer time slots available than for single TSS service. If the amount of traffic
demands from TSS is still the same, the blocking probability is of course larger. However, since some data

traffic is now assigned to CSMA/CD, the demands from TSS should be less than for single TSS. If the data
traffic is well divided between TSS and CSMA/CD. based on its characteristics, as compared in section 2

and suggested in section 3, the blocking probability might be even smaller. In any case, the transmission
delay is the same as single TSS server, as long as acircuit link is found and assigned.

For the performance of CSMA/CD, the delay-utilization analysis is hard because the service time
distribuUon is not a simple independent process. Adata packet in transmission and near the end of a

CSMA/CD cycle can be stopped because of insufficient lime left This probability depends on which point
the customer began to be served in the CSMA/CD cycle and how large the data packet is. Although no
Figure 8. Performance comparison between pure CSMA and cyclic CSMA with
period and active percentage. Except the insignificant extra delay before
thesaturation, they are almost the same. The results are obtained from
the simulation.
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easy model can be constructed for the analysis, some simulations results are shown in figure (8). In the
simulation, fixed probability ofsuccessful access is assumed, as in the analysis of [1]. This can be realized
for example by thebinary backoffalgorithm.

The results suggest the performance of integrated CSMA is almost the same as that of a single

CSMA. The only difference is the extra delay before the network utilization is beyond the saturation point

By comparing the saturation points, they are almost the same for the integrated CSMA and single CSMA.
By examining the extra delay before the saturation, itis quite close to the mean residual delay as in the
exhaustive model [14]. This suggests the integration model in the chapter can be approximated to be an

exhaustive cyclic server model. In the model, the mean delay is the mean delay for asingle server, plus the
mean residual delay. An intuitive argument for this is that the queue length at the end ofeach CSMA cycle

is very small This is because the service capability ofCSMA is larger than the average one (when CSMA
is continuously served).

From the above discussion, it is suggested that the integration of TSS and CSMA for mixed traffic
environment is justified.

3.5. Conclusions

In this chapter aprotocol integrating TSS and CSMA/CD is explained. TTie original motivation for

the integration is to efficiently use the bandwidth for all data, voice and video traffic, by observing the

significant difference in traffic characteristics. Since TSS is circuit switching and CSMA is packet broad
casting, itis natural to integrate these two in asingle network. The integration is justified not only for per
formance, but also for implementation of high speed circuits.

From the performance point ofview, there is the flexibility not only in assigning the traffic through
either TSS or CSMA based on the traffic type, but also in changing the two service cycles ratio for the

specific networks. This flexibility achieves the initial goal of mixing the two protocols. In addition, the
individual performance for both TSS and CSMA is not quite different from each alone. For TSS, the
transmission delay is the same when acircuit link and time slots are available. By removing some data
traffic to CSMA, the blocking probability might be even smaller than before. For CSMA, there is alittle
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extra tolerable delay from residual waiting time when the server is on vacation. The saturation point is
almost the same.

From the implementation point ofview, there is no significant extra cost ofadding CSMA into the

original TSS network. CSMA is actually put on top ofthe TSS network following the same network topol
ogy and using the same network communication links and components. The high speed circuit switch can
also be used for broadcasting for CSMA. The cost in collision detection is almost avoided by using simple

energy detectors. The only extra cost might come from additional processing for packets in CSMA and
energy detectors in the switches. All these could be asmall amount compared to the cost for the original
TSS.

Although the integration of TSS and CSMA is very attractive, as observed in figures (1-3), the per
formance of both TSS and CSMA is very sensitive to the network size. To overcome this limitation to

larger networks such as metropolitan area networks (MAN), amodified scheme ofTSS called skew TSS
(STSS) is proposed in chapter 4. In addition, to preserve packet switching in the same network as CSMA in
TSS, an integration of STSS with slot-ring isalso investigated in the next chapter.
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Appendix. Simulation Model for Interactive Data Traffic by CSMA/CD

The following is the formulation for the simulation ofCSMA, where a finite number of users is
assumed. The purpose ofthis study is to give more practical results for interactive data traffic in CSMA.
The simulation model, the algorithm, and the results are discussed in the following subsections.
A.1: Simulation Model

The simulation model is summarized as:

I.

We have finite users with equal input Poisson rates of X=t^i.

n.

Modifications of access scheme, see figure (A.1) also:

(1) "Ready user" is defined for the user who has packets and desires access to the network.

(2) If the ready user senses an idle channel, itwill start its transmission with arandom time delay Wi
after the previous transmission or the detection ofthe idle channel This time delay is uniformly and

randomly generated from atime interval [0, t&. In the analysis, we assume all the users have this
same distribution. While waiting, if another user starts transmission first, the ready user regenerates
its waiting timeand starts another waiting period.

(3) Because ofthe non-zero propagation delay tn, it takes tn to detect the end ofthe transmission of the
current active node.This valueis assumed to be the same forevery user.

Figure A.1. Timing diagram for the CSMA simulated.
T *
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T col
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A transmitting userwill instantly abort its transmission when collision is detected. The retransmis
sion is scheduled as in previous steps.

m.

Service time distribution: It includesa random waitingtime, packet transmission time, possiblecolli
sion time, and constant propagationdelay.

(1)

Packet transmission time canbe any distribution, but with a minimum packet size of 2 tn to guaran
tee the detection of possible collisions. In the simulation of this chapter, a constant size of 2 tpg is
assumed.

(2)

The number of possible collisionsbefore successful transmission is a geometric distribution,with the
successful access probability as the parameter, which depends on the traffic intensity.

(3)

The random waiting time is uniform, as assumed in (II). Each collision time is independent and fol

lows the second order-statistics of the waiting time distribution. This can be understood as follows.
The user with minimum waiting time wins the right for transmission. If the second minimum waiting
time is greater than the first minimum waiting time by a propagation delay time tpgt we shall have a

successful transmission. Otherwise, a collision will be observed since it takes tpg to detect the
transmission of other nodes.

A.2: Simulation Algorithm

In this subsection, a time domain picture for the simulation is described. The relationship between
the access rate and the successful access probabilityat a given traffic intensity is also derived.

(1)

Assume there are a total N users are using the network for interactive data communication. There
are only k users with packets to transmit, and the remainingusers are currently idle.

(2)

A timing picture for CSMA/CD is shown in figure (A.1), where Twait is the waiting time after the
detection of the end of the previous transmission. It is a random variable in [0, To].

(3)

7*, is the random variable for message duration with a certain distribution. Therefore, by figure
(A.1), we have:
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(1)

(4) The condition for collision is: Twait.ist+Tn >r>^>d. The reason is that ifTwaujth >Twau,ist+Tpg, for
i=2,3,..., they will notice the transmission ofthe user with minimum 7^^ before their transmissions.
Consequently:

TcoL^Tvaitfrd+Tpg+Tpg

(2)

We put Tn in each ofthe above terms because this is the time needed before anew transmission
period.

(5)

In the simulation, Twau.ut is randomly generated under the lst-order statistics under k ready users.
The formula is:

fi(y{Hf(yi)(i-F(yi)^1

For the uniform distribution of/(), and normalizing PsyJ-. we nave:
/i(P)=*(l-P)*-1

<3)

(6) Tvait&d is also generated by the second order-statistics with the condition 71M£i>tf>r1M&,i«t. The
formula is:

frfyiiyih.

o
/2(y2)

ify2<yi
else

\-Fiiyx)

where / tH )is the 2nd-order statistics under no conditions. By normalizing yj-^.
»

/2(Y

0

ifr*P

Uk-lM^-i

P<Y^1

(4)

(1+Ok-DP+lXi-P)—*

(7)

By the same explanation as in (4), successful transmission is determined by the condition:
y>P+ct
T
where a&'nf*-.

(8) During each successful transmission period rre, or collision period Tcol* there are possibly new
incoming ready users. The incoming rate is (N-*)X, where Xis the individual Poisson access rate.
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We assume thatwhenever a userbecomes ready, there is no more new incoming packet, because he

is waiting for the response. The value of £ is updated based on this process.

(9)

The above model is simulated over a long period. The average transmission delay is calculated by
the large sample mean.

(10) The value 7*o in the waiting time process can be fixed or adapted. If it is fixed, the access rate jcfor each user is fixed. Sometimes it is desired to make the successful access probability fixed and

independent of traffic intensity by adapting To. The relationship between k, To, and the successful
access probability is derived as follows.

Prob\ no collision ip i=Prob\ Twaii^rTpg<Twauj \ for any y>2,=*(l-a-P)*-1
The last equality follows that each other (it—1) ready users has to have waiting time greater than
T^auta+Tpg. For successful access probability, we have

S^Successful Probability aTs (J^^d p=(l-ct)*

(5)

ct^l-S*

<®

Therefore, we have:

A3: Simulation Results

The simulation results areshownin figures (23). wherenetworksizes of 1 Km and 10 Km are com
pared.

For the case where the successful access probability is constant, it is assumed there is some feedback

mechanism in monitoring the traffic to adapt the access rate. By comparing the result of [1], as shown in

figure (2), they have about thesame saturation point Butby the property modeled in A.2,(8), the simula
tionresult in thischapter shows a much lower slope, and consequently appears moreattractive.
For the case where the access rate is fixed, the performance is alsodependent uponit By examining

figure (3), an optimum access rate exists which provides a high saturation point Higher access rates have
lower saturation points, because they have a higher collision probability, as shown in figure (5). Lower
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access rates have lower saturation points, because they have longer average waiting times, which will accu
mulate more incoming ready users and increase the collision probability.

Both of the cases above seem much more attractive than TSS. These results support the integration
of TSS and CSMA.
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CHAPTER 4

Skew Time Slot Switching and Slotted-Ring in a Metropolitan Area Network

4.1. Introduction

In chapters 2 and 3, time slot switching (TSS) and a combination of it with CSMA/CD were pro

posed to serve all voice, data, and video in a local environment such as LAN by fiber optics and high speed
CMOS crosspoint switches [1,2]. With these local area networks (LAN) becoming more prevalent, a
larger network known as metropolitan area network (MAN) [3-5] becomes more and more important to
supporttheir increasing intercommunications.

As the network size gets larger, propagation delay and signal degradation become more significant

problems; asa result, techniques used in LANs cannot be applied directly to MANs. From a system point
ofview, the major difference between LANs and MANs isthe propagation delay. In general, the larger the

propagation delay, the larger the "asynchronousness" between users. This asynchronousness reveals itself
indifferent forms depending on medium access protocols. For example, it is the collision detection time in
CSMA/CD [6], the token switchover time in a token-ring [7], and the guard time inTDMA or TSS [1,8].
This effect results in less network utilizationor longer transmission delays.

For a MAN that is 50 Km in extent, protocols like CSMA/CD or TSS will be impractical and
inefficient ForTSS, wehave shown the average delay will be proportional to thetotal guard time (Eq. 15,

chapter 2), which is in turn proportional to the propagation delay. For CSMA/CD, the large propagation

delay causes not only a large average queueing delay but also asmall achievable utilization due to collision
[12]. In[12], Lam showed that one of the dominant terms inthe queueing delay isproportional to
__HZk__

*" xHxSpgtS)
where ti is the utilization, Tpg isthe maximal propagation delay in the network, x isthe packet duration,
and 5 is the successful access probability. From the equation, the maximal achievable utilization is
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—t—jr. very small when the packet length is much smaller than thenetwork propagation delay.
A token-ring or slotted-ring has similar properties except that the utilization can approach 100%
[7,11]. This higher utilization is achievable primarily because adjacent nodes which are interconnected by

a physical ring may stillbe very close even when a larger size network is concerned, if the number of the
nodes in the ring is large. Another reason is that when traffic increases, the token holding time will be

large compared to the token passing time, which is about the propagation delay. This makes the overhead
in token passing relatively insignificant to the information transmission. Consequently, all proposed
approaches to MANs are in a ring topology [3-5].

Nonetheless, for thetoken-ring theaverage queueing delay is stillproportional to thetotal round-trip

delay. If a logical ring with a physical star topology is used, this property will be very undesirable. In
Figure 1. An application of a metropolitanarea network (MAN)
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addition, there are two major disadvantages to aring network. First, it requires avery high reliability at
each node and link to prevent any possible network failure. Adouble ring approach [3] is proposed, but the
implementation cost is also doubled or more. Second, every Unk has to support all the traffic generated;
that is, network utilization is within 100%. If this network is also to provide video service using 50 to 140
Mb/s channels, not much space will be left for data or voice traffic from afew hundred Mb/s links.
Although the propagation delay is an important factor in larger area networks, one observation does

create better opportunities for MANs. As pointed out in chapter 1, aMAN in general provides intercom

munication between smaller networks such as LANs, PBXs. large frame computers, and video studios,
figure 1. As aresult, the network topology can be much simpler than that of LANs. For example, to use
TSS for the network in figure 1, acentral switching star will be sufficient, figure 2. Every subnetwork,
PBX, studio, etc. will exchange their information at preassigned time slots; these assignments and the slot
timing will be the same as that explained in chapter 2. This topological simplicity will be utilized to extend
the TSS suggested inchapter 2 tolarger networks such asMAN.

In the following, two medium access protocols are first proposed: one is called Skew Time Slot

Switching (STSS), amodification of TSS, and the other is modified slotted-ring. The STSS is primarily
circuit switching and very useful for real-time transmission such as voice or video, while the proposed
slotted-ring efficiently handles data packets. As aresult, an integration of these two protocols will provide
the best service.

4.2. SkewTime Slot Switching

As pointed out in chapter 2, TSS has large throughput and high reliability, but the guard time
inefficiency limits the network size to within 10 Km. To overcome this problem and still preserve its
advantages. Skew Time Slot Switching (STSS) ispresented.
4.2.1. Basic Concepts

Since the guard time is from: (1) the propagation delay and (2) the global slot timing asynchronous
ness between switching nodes, these two factors must be reduced to minimize the guard time effect. In
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Figure 2. Time Slot Switching for the intercommunication in Figure 1
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chapter 2, the global timing skew is minimized by initially measuring the propagation delay between the
central controller andthe switching node to offset the received global timing.

The effect of the propagation delay on the guard time can also be avoided by using a "skew slot

scheduling approach". In this scheme: the "propagation delay" inevery link is maintained tobean integer
number of slots; under this condition, a packet in the i thslot from onenode will arrive atanother node dur

ing the (i+*)th slot, figure 3,where frlto, is the propagation delay through the link. A skew schedule can
be defined just like in TSS except that the time slot assigned in each node for the same traffic will be
shifted by aninteger number of timeslots which is equal to thepropagation delay.
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Figure3. Adjust the propagation delay to minimize the guard time

Tpg^ktgiot
j = i+k

Nodel

Node 2

4.2.2. Practical Implementation

In a practical implementation, the physical propagation delay can be adjustedby the fiber length. For
example, with a propagation delay of 5 usee per kilometer, the imprecision in controlling the delay can be
within SO nsec if fiber lengths can be adjustedwithin 10 meters. Electronic delay lines can be further used

to adjust this delay. However, if the network topology is simple, such as the single star in figure 2, every
these delays can be saved by modifying the slot timing. As shown in figure 4, a slot timing with skew At,

for onenodeis intentionally introduced so that Att+Tpt in figure 4 is the desired "propagation delay" (i.e. it
will be an integer number of time slots). Note that the slot timing for transmission and receiving will be
different they are ahead and behind the proper one by At,, respectively. Also, remember A/, can be
estimated initially just as the timing skew treated in chapter 2.
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Figure 4. Adjust the slottiming to make the propagation delay
as an integer number of time slots in a singlestar.
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As an example, consider the network illustrated in figure 2. With the well-adjusted propagation

delay or slot timing mentioned above, say that the propagation delay between the Ethernet and the central
switch is k\tjot* and thedelay between the token-ring netand the switch is k^sbt- As a result, if a packet
is sent from the Ethernet to the token-ring net during slot i, it willarrive at the central switch during the

Qc i+i )mod(n )th slot, and eventually arrive at the token-ring net during slot (k i+k zfi )mod(n), where n is
the number of slots in a frame.

With the techniques mentioned, both the timing skew and the propagation delay will not beaconsti

tuent of the guard time; consequently, the guard time inTSS is only limited to the implementation inaccu

racy. This inaccuracy will be very small and insensitive to the network size. The relationship between this
inaccuracy and the guard time will depend on the network topology. For a single star network such as

shown in figure 2,the guard time will be four times the slot timing inaccuracy, figure 5. With aguard time
of 5 |isec, the performance is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5. Relationship between timing inaccuracy with the guard time
for a single star.
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Asmentioned at the beginning ofthis chapter, asingle star topology will generally besufficient since

the topology in MAN applications will be much simpler than in LAN applications. Therefore, by modify

ing the slot timing, the STSS will introduce no extra implementation and no degradation in performance. If
the network has a more complicated structure than acentral switching star, the STSS method still can be

used, except that delay lines between switching nodes have to be used. Asillustrated in figure 7, either the
fiber length between the two switching nodes is adjusted to be an integer number of time slots, or adelay
line is used in one of theswitches. In addition, since each packet passes twoswitches, theguard time will
be six times the timing inaccuracy.
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Figure 6. The performance of STSS with guard time of 5 usee
Eachslot is 16 Kb/s, 16nodes, and at the blocking probabiUty 0.001.
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43. The Slotted-Ring

For a slotted-ring in a star topology, alogical ring is first formed by connecting the active switch as

shown in figure 8. Because the physical distance between two adjacent nodes is proportional to the net
work size, the total round-trip delay around this logical ring will be significantly large. For token-ring, per

formance analyses have shown that the average transmission delay is largely proportional to this delay
[10,11]; therefore, we consider a slotted-ring, which has transmission delay independent of the network
size.

In the IEEE 802.6 [5] standard, a frame of an integer multiple of 125 usee consisting of many time

slots is used, sothat voice traffic has a fixed delay. Now, we consider there are m slots uniformly distri

buted and ofsame length ina logical ring ofn nodes. Each slot can beeither empty or full. All these slots

constantly travel along the ring, and empty slots can be loaded with data information when they arrive at
some nodes with data to send. If a full slot arrives at itsdestination, it canbecome empty if thedestination
Figure 8. A logic ring by a activecircuit switch

A logicring is formed from A to B to C and to A.
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node has no data to transmit; otherwise, the slot can be immediately loaded by a new packet in the destina

tion node. This approach allowsthe network utilization to approach 200%,as demonstrated in the analysis
and simulation results.

Generally speaking, data packet transmission requires acknowledgements [3,4]. For token-passing,

the acknowledgement is automatically achieved by setting a confirmation bit in the packetat the destination
node, and the sender will recognize correct transmission by checking the bit when the packet comes back.

The disadvantage is that total utilization is limited to 100% or less. However, two nodes often communi
cate to each other at the same time; in this case, the acknowledgement can be contained in the reply mes

sage to avoidextra traffic loads. This is another reason for the proposed slotted-ring.

The analytic derivation for the performance is shown in the Appendix. Some performance is shown
in figures 9,10. Since a full slot may be reloaded when it arrives at the destination, and the average transit
Figure9. The performanceof the slotted-ring describedwith 10 nodes,
the propagation delay between adjacent nodes is 5 usee (about 1 Km).
In Figures9,10,13-16, each slot length is 5 usee, and the number of
slots is same as the number of nodes.
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path is half of a ring, utilization can approach 200%. The simulation results arc also superimposed on the
same graphs as a comparison. The consistency ofthe simulation and analysis can be observed from these
figures.

The most important advantage ofthis slotted-ring protocol isthat the queueing time isindependent of
the network size. Therefore, a high utilization can be achieved at a reasonable transmission delay even in
the case of a large MAN.

4.4. The Integration of Skew TSS and Slotted-Ring

As analyzed in chapter 3 [9], although TSS is very attractive for real-time transmission, some low
active interactive data and short data packets will be better served by data packet switching. This

motivates the integration ofSTSS and slotted-ring using the same fiber optics links and active switches in a
single MAN.

Figure 10. Thesame analysis asabove except 50nodes in the ring.
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Figure 11. The integration of STSS andthe slotted-ring.
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The integration is accomplished by dividing a time frame into two subframes: one for STSS and
another for slotted-ring, figure (11). In each subframe, the protocol follows those introduced in the previ
ous two sections, and the switches in the slotted-ring subframe have a logical ring configuration. As in

TSS, video traffic willbe assigned a dedicated link during itsconversation (i.e. notime division with other

users). Voice traffic will be assigned to STSS slots because STSS provides a fixed transmission delay.
Some data traffic of fixed but not small length can also be assigned to STSS slot(s). Because multiple

transmissions can be switched simultaneously, communication links are well utilized. Data traffic with

short length or ofconstant rate isassigned to slotted-ring slots. Short packets are not assigned STSS slots
because the overhead in slot scheduling is comparatively too long. Constant rate data traffic generally has

very low active time; therefore, packet switching will function more efficiendy than STSS. These alloca
tions based ontraffic characteristics provide not only attractive services but also high network utilization.

Because the propagation delay may be larger than one slot size, a switchover time is required
between the two subframes. As shown in figure (12), this time is the maximum propagation delay in the

network for STSS, or the delay between two adjacent nodes inthe slotted-ring case. The time inthese two

cases isthe same and linearly proportional to the network size. For example, assuming apropagation delay
of 5 usec/Km, it will be 0.25 msec for a 50Km network. If a frame of 50 msec is considered, the
inefficiency due to this is only 2-0.25/50 = 1%.

The compression delay for STSS after the integration will be the same for the pure STSS because of
circuit switching characteristics. The performance of the slotted-ring after the integration may have longer
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Figure 12. Theswitchover overhead between STSS and theslotted-ring.
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Figure 13. The performance of the integration of STSS andthe slotted-ring.
10 nodes in the network and 1 msec frame.
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Figure 14. The performance of the integration of STSS and the slotted-ring.
50 nodes in the network and 1 msec frame.
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average queueing delay because (1) traffic is notserved during STSS subframes, and (2) slots have higher

full probability atthe beginning of the slotted-ring subframes. The extra queueing delay due totraffic not
served in these subframes is

where a is the percentage of the slotted-ring in each frame. The extra delay due to this higher full proba

bility cannot be easily analyzed, but it will beinsignificant if traffic is low. Therefore, the performance is
analyzed by simulations. The simulation results for different nodes, different a, and different frame times
are shown in figures (13-16). The delay time analyzed inthe pure slotted-ring case plus the extra delay due
to traffic not served in STSS is superimposed in the same graphs. The results show they are very close at

low traffic intensity, and the additional delay due tohigher full slot probability is not significant at higher
traffic intensity.
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Figure 15. The performance of theintegration of STSS and theslotted-ring.
10 nodes in the network and 10 msec frame.
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4.5. Conclusion

The approach to MAN presented in this chapter not only provides a general service for all voice,
data, and video traffic, but also has highernetwork reliability and flexibility as compared to the FDDI or

802.6 approach. If any node malfunctions, theactive switch can justbypass it and a new logical ring still
functions. If any new node is added to the system, the system doesn't need to make any adjustment except

connecting the new node to the switching node. In addition, by directly connecting a switchbetween two
users for video communication, the bandwidth of each link doesn't need to be very high, and lower speed
technologies can be sufficient

—'

2.000
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Figure 16. The performance ofthe integration ofSTSS and the slotted-ring.
50 nodes in the network and 10 msec frame.
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Appendix. Analysis for theSlotted-Ring

In this appendix, the performance of the proposed slotted-ring in section 3is analyzed. Some net
workparameters are first defined:
n

The total number of nodes in the network.

m

The total number ofslots around the ring ofthe network. In this analysis, m<n isconsidered.

X

The Poisson input rate ofeach node. Assume itisthe same for every nodes.

tp

The propagation delay (and possibly plus the slot processing time) between two adjacent nodes.
Assume it is same between every pairof adjacent nodes.

ts

The slot length.

r\

Thenetwork utilization, and r\=n Xts.

Tq

The average queueing delay ateach node.

Tp

The average propagation delay ofeach packet

Tm The average transmission delay of each packetand it is Tq+Tp.
Next let us define the following probabilities:

qi

The probability that i packets are waiting at any node for an available slot to transmit Therefore, qo
is the probability thatthequeue of a node is empty.

Par, The probability that aslot arrives at one node within time period t,.
PP

The probability that aslot received byany node is full (occupied).

PE

The probability that a slot received isempty. That is: Pe=1-Pf •

Pgtt The probability for anode to be the destination ofafull slot
Pml The probability for anode toget an accessible slot in t,. Bythe above definitions, we have:
P**<PFPt«+PEiP«n,

Also, at the equilibrium state, the total input packets should be equal to the total output packets. Hence:

<l>
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Pmi(l-qo>Xts

<2>

In the following, we are going to derive Pf*^*. fov/.farv.and^o. After that, distribution for $ can be
obtained, andthe average queueing time Tq follows by Little's Law.
Derivation of Pan andPg#,
There is an inequality for n, m, /,, and tp:
mt,<jUp

In the following, equality of the above equation is assumed to maximize the network utilization. In this
case, each node will receive a slot every t, period, so

^=1

<3>

Suppose a full slot will travel k nodes from its source to the destination. If this slot passes a node,

what is the probability that this node is the destination? It is just -p Consequendy, assume the probability
thata slot will travel k nodesis ?,»»(*), we have:

Now the question iswhat isPpmikjl Ithas tobeproportional tok since the possibility that a node
will getthe slotwill increase with thenumber of nodes it passes. Hence:

By combining the abovetwo equations, we have:

^=2j-r~——="jf
w +n(n-l)
Derivation of Pf J*mi *and?o

By Eqs. 1,3,4, we have:

/,aW=l+i,F(-|-l)
Thereis another relationship for />1,r,rV,andP£:

<4>
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PfKVV+^XWo)+M1-/W
<5>
The reasons for the above equation are that (1) Pf is same for each node by symmetry at given same traffic

density, and (2) the probabiUty that aslot is full when received by node (i+l) is equal to the sum oftwo
exclusive probabilities: (i) the slot is accessed and full at node i and (ii) itis full before its arrival at node i
and notaccessible by node i. The equation can be reduced to:

By Eq. 2, we have:

PpJLig-^

<6>

ByEq. l.Pav/is:

Paw=l-k,(f-l)
Combining with Eq. 2, ?0 canbe obtained:

i-Xr,4
q(F-

L

<7>

1-A«,($-1)

Derivation of <?,-

The remaining problem is todetermine the queue size distribution. For each time interval ts, arecur
sive expression of <?, is:

«= Z

fjP*(w'«,H

£ .JjPkPa»i+qoPi

<8>

= £ qjPk{\-P*,i)+ E qjPkP<»i+qoPavi(Pi-PM)

where pi is the probability that i packets arrive during aperiod ofts. For Poisson process, pi=e * >j .
—

Taking 2-transform: J2(z)="|j#'z*'
Q(2H2(z)^(zXl-/>«wH/,av|2-1(fi(O',(z)-<7QP0H/>«v^^(2h2-K'>(2)-/'0))

where: J> (z )is the z-transform of the input process, and for Poisson process, P(z )=e •(,"1).
By simple manipulations, we have:
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m w

P"<P W-2 >

Q(2)^0(l^(z)H/>flvi/>(zXl^-1)

<9>

^

The average queue length of each queue isQ'(1). and can beobtained as follows: Let

whereA(z)=l-F(z),andfl(z)=Pay/(l-z-1)/,(z). Therefore,

* U^°

(A(z)+B(z)Y

ButA (1)=£ (1)=0, by applying L'Hopital's rule twice, and assuming Poisson input process:
A'(l)=>-X/„

A"(l)=-(X*,)2.
B'(l)=Pav/,

and5 "(l)=2Paw(*V/,-l), incorporating with Eq. 3 we have:

<?i>sy (U=<?o

2(A (1)+B (l))2.

^izap. jl-^L(l_^0)j

<10>

i-MA
Delay vs. Utilization

The final step isto derive the delay vs. utilization relationship. By applying the definition ofutiUza
tion T|=n Xt, and Eqs. 7,10,

rn%°"*)

<n>

The term in the bracket isapproximately 1when n is large, so the first term isthe most important and dom
inantat large traffic intensity.

Ifeach packet has auniform distribution ofsources and destinations, the average propagation delay

is tp=-%£-, and the total transmission delay will be:
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Eq. 12 gives the analytical solution of the packet transmission delay vs. the network utilization. Some
interestingpoints can be noticed:

(1)

Ifmtg=ntp, network utilization can approach a maximum of200%.

(2)

At lower traffic intensity, the transmission delay is dominated by the propagation delay. At higher
trafficintensity,it is dominatedby the queueingdelay.

(3) Forthe queueing delay, the numerator is t,twhich is the slot length, and consequendy is independent
of the maximumphysical propagation delay of the network.

(4)

As a numerical example, for a network of 50Km with 5\isec/Kmt tp is 250 usee. Assuming also

m=n and tp=ts, a small queueing delay of 2.S msec at 180% utiUzation can be achieved. On the
other hand, with 16 nodes in the network, the average propagation delay will be 2 msec.
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Part II.

High Speed Network Implementation

CHAPTER 5

AFixed Transition Coding for High Speed Timing Recovery
5.1. Introduction

In chapters 2to 4. we have described severnl network topologies and access protocols for users
to share acommon network. Tie following three chapters will discuss some practical considerations

in network implementation. As mentioned in the previous chapters, aTSS network needs transmission
links, circuit switches, andacentra, controller. For high speed transmission, timing recovery isacriti
cal aspect of the receiver design. This chapter addresses mis problem and is oriented in particular

towards low cos.reabzation. The high speed circuitswitch hasbeen proposed and designed separately
[10] and will not be described in mis thesis. The absense of timing recovery in TSS intermediate
switching nodes has been suggested in chapter 2and needs further experimental justification. For
example, the timing jiuer may accumubte after several nodes in cascade and become sufficient to
degrade the transmission ^.v. The nextchapter will focus on mis problem. To implement awhole

TSS network, acentralcontrollerand othercontrol functions in the switchingnodesare also necessary,
as described in chapter 2. Although no TSS network has been implemented as yet. realization ofthese
control components will be discussed in chapter 7.

Timing recovery is anecessary function in every digital receiver mat provides asynchronous

clock to latch the received bit streams. This recovery is traditionally achieved by either aphase lock
loop (FIX) oranarrow band pass filter (e.g. the SAW filter). For fiber optics applications in the range
fem afew hundred Mb/s to afew Gb/s, bod, the PLL and SAW filter have the problem ma, the vol
tage control oscillator (VCO) and the phase detector in the PLL or ahigh quality factor (Q) in the filter

is difficult to implement By examining the characteristics of the communication networks, the elecTonics interfaces, and the fiber optics more carefully, other simple alternatives do exist for timing
recovery.

Chapter 5: Timing Recovery
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Figure 1. A message interleaving system.
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The Large Bandwidth Networks. In practical fiber optic local area networks (LAN) or metro

politan area networks (MAN), users with low speed traffic share a large bandwidth network. The
bandwidth is so large that no single message will require the whole bandwidth for a long time. The
messages are commonly transmitted by time division (e.g. TDM), spatial division (e.g. circuit

switches), frequence division (e.g. FDM or WDM), or a combination of them (e.g. Time Slot Switch
ing in [1]). Of these, some variation of time division is most common in communication networks. For

example, packet broadcasting in CSMA/CD networks (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Detection), token passing in the bus or ring networks, T-carrier systems in telephone networks, and
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) in satellite networks all belong to this category [2-4]. In time
division, there are two subclasses. In message interleaving (Figure 1), each message is transmitted as a

packet for a very short period but at the full link transmission rate. Both the transmitter and receiver
have a memory buffer to store the message. CSMA, token-passing, TDMA, and TSS are examples of
this subclass. For bit/byte interleaving (Figure 2), a fixed number of channels are interleaved by bits or
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bytes synchronously in the transmitter, and demultiplexed at the receiver. T-carrier is one example.
As aresult, not only bit timing recovery is required, but there is also asynchronous demultiplexing and

framing function. The conversion process provides: (1) speed matching between the channels and
users, (2) message formating for the high level information processing (in bytes or words), and/or (3)

demultiplexing of the bit streams into different channels (bit interleaving time division). This suggests
the bit timing may not be necessary ifonly the "word" or "byte" timing is eventually required.
The "Low" Speed Electronics Interface. The electronics interface serves as avehicle between

the optical channels and users. As compared to the available transmission rate provided by fiber
optics, the speed of mature low-cost commercial electronics is quite low. For example, standard ECL
gates [5] have a switching time in the order of one nsec. After including practical wiring and layout
problems, and adding a safety margin, word rates higher than the order of 100 Mb/s cannot be pro
cessed. Ifwe use parallel processing ofwords, the bit rates can be much higher. However, as shown
Figure 2. A Bit/ByteInterleaving System.
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in figures 1and 2, electronics which recovers the bit timing at the full link rate is inevitable. Given a
bandwidth capability of afew Gb/s by fiber optics [6], the available low-cost electronics technologies
represent abotdeneck. The speed is also limited by the higher level processing needs and the memory
access time, which are presendy in the range of 10 nsec to afew hundred nsec. Tliese considerations

suggest that parallel processing will provide higher effective bandwidths for agiven electronics tech
nology.

Fiber Optic Channels Characteristics. Fortunately, the characteristics ofthe fiber optics chan
nel encourage simple timing recovery techniques. Fiber optics provides amedium which has ahigh
SNR (particularly in LAN and MAN applications) and low dispersion. For example, abit error rate of
10-12 at -15 dbm, lOOMb/s, and 10 Km using LED/PIN and multi-mode fibers has been reported [7].

Ahigher transmission rate at 1.6 Gb/s, 10 Km, and -18 dbm by single mode fiber and LD/APD with bit
error rate of 10"11 has also been achieved [8]. With this high quality medium, asimple coding tech

nique enhancing the timing information can be used to facilitate timing recovery in the receiver.
Furthermore, since the medium has almost unlimited bandwidth in relation to the electronics speeds,
we can consider introducing inefficiency in bandwidth utilization if there is apayoff in ahigher effec
tive speed in the electronics.

The Approach. In this chapter, we propose aline coding and parallel processing technique to
reduce the electronics speed required to implement the the timing recovery function. The line coding

uses bandwidth inefficiendy, since the effective data rate is lower than the actual bit rate. In section 2,

the concept of afixed transition block code is introduced. By dividing the incoming data by anumber
equal to the number of transitions in each block, aregular block timing is obtained without using any
PLL or BPF. Parallel data latching using adelay line recovers all the information bits within ablock.

The technical issues, including the block synchronization, coding efficiency and conversion, and the

implementation of the delay line are discussed in detail in section 3. Experiments using standard ECL
gates at 50 Mb/s and 200 Mb/s are discussed in section 4.
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52. The Block Timing Recovery

The key ideas in our timing recovery approach are to encode the timing information with data
information in the choice of the line code, and to shift the high speed operation to a lower speed

region. We accomplish this by using ablock coding algorithm which introduces afixed number of
transitions within a known block of data symbols, and generating a square wave timing clock at the

receiver by simply counting transitions. Other phases of the timing, required for detection of the indi
vidual bits within a block, can be generated with a delay line, generating a parallel representation of
the information bits as often desired in accordance with system requirements. The technique does not

require aPLL or bandpass filter. We illustrate itbelow with asimple example.
5.2.1. A Fixed Transition Block Code

The fixed transition block code has the following properties to carry both timing and data infor

mation: (1) in each encoded block of nbits, the number of the transitions from 0to 1is fixed, say k;

(2) The first transition in each block always occurs between the last bit of the previous block and the
first bit ofthe block. Inother words the first and last bits ofeach block are 1and 0respectively.

For example, let each block have n=12 bits and a number of transitions *=4. Two sample
encoded blocks are shown in figure 3 for two admissible codewords. Later, we will determine the

number ofinformation bits per block, which is related to the number of admissible codewords that
meet the constraints.

5.2.2. Timing Recovery

The key problem in timing recovery is deriving a data clock in spite of the random nature of
transitions in the data stream. For the fixed transition code this problem ismitigated, as long as we are

willing to derive ablock timing waveform, since the number of transitions is fixed regardless of the
data. The block timing can be recovered by simply using a divide-by-* counter that divides the
number of transitions by k. Ifthe phase of the countdown in correct, the output waveform will be a

square wave synchronous with the bit timing, but at afrequency 2n times lower. By exclusive-or'ing
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Figure 3. Illustrations of admissible codewords.
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Figure 4. The block timing recovery
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the output ofthe counter and a delayed version, a square wave clock with a frequency n times lower
can be derived. In figure 4, for example, a clock with period n=12 times that ofthe bit timing is
recovered.

The only processing required in this timing recovery approach operating at the data rate is the

single divider. An ECL clock divider (prescaler) with input frequency at afew GHz is commercially
available [5].
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523. Parallel Data Latching

Given the recovered clock, the remaining process is to latch the received bits in each block.

This is achieved by generating aset ofdelayed versions ofthe recovered block timing. As shown in

figure 5, each delay is approximately one bit period, thereby latching successive (coded) bits ofthe
Figure 5. Parallel delay latchlines
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block. The serial bit stream is automatically transformed into a parallel format, which is desirable as

explained in Figures 1 and 2. In particular, it is consistent with system requirements and reduces the
clock rates for subsequent circuitry. The block synchronization function (firaming), which is often

required, isaninherent part of the timing recovery scheme. Since the delays are only used tolatch one
blockof data,a high degree of accuracy in theactual time delay is fairly relaxed.

A complete view of thesystem is shown in figure 6. Inthetransmitter, anencoder generates the
fixed transition code. In the receiver, the bit timing recovery and serial to parallel functions are

replaced by a single divider and a delay/latch line. A decoder is also included torecover the original
data. The code notonly simplifies the timing recovery, butalso insures that sufficient timing energy is
available at all time regardless of thetransmitted data. Of importance inLAN networks is thefact that

the timing synchronization is almost instantaneous, resulting in a low overhead for synchronization of
data packets in asynchronous networks such as CSMA. The presence of line spectral components in
Figure 6. A block viewfor systems employing the new approach.
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the coded data should be of litde concern in fiber optics applications where radiation emission is not a
problem.

Afew technical points remain to be discussed; for example, how to preset the counter at the

right timing, the effect of atransition error, the coding efficiency, and the implementation of aprecise
delay line, All these will be addressed in the next section.
S3. The Technical Issues

5.3.1. The Block Synchronization andTransition Errors

If the transmission channel gives a good SNR, the received data is self synchronized after the

divider circuit. No additional circuitry should be required for the block synchronization. However, in

recognition of the possible different characteristics of transceivers used, asimple block synchroniza
tion scheme can be added.

Figure 7.The code block synchronization
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The key idea isto select aparticular block for the preamble sequence so that the receiver can be
self-synchronized at the beginning ofatransmission period. The desired block contains two parts: one

is slowly varying; the other is quickly varying. When it passes through a RC line to a buffer in a
lowpass configuration, the output will contain only the slowly varying part and provide the desired
preset information for the counter. As illustrated in figure 7, the output ofthe buffer clears the counter
and synchronizes the block.

It is possible (though not probable) to have a lost or extra transition in the bit stream during
actual transmission, and asa result to subsequently produce an incorrectly recovered timing. With lit

denoise and atthe biterror probability of 10"11 to 10"12, the transition error probability in each frame
with a size of 1 Kbits to 100 Kbits will be very small and sufficient for most message interleaving

transmissions. For continuous bit/byte interleaving transmission like T-carrier systems, a possible
solution is to insert a block of preambles periodically toguarantee synchronous blocks. This problem
is no different from the normal framing recovery function.

53.2. Coding Efficiency and Complexity

Coding efficiency is the percentage of the available bandwidth actually used. Although fiber

optics provides inexpensive bandwidth, extra bandwidth does come at some cost in terms of sources,
detectors, and preamplifier circuitry, so itis desirable to have an efficiency as high as possible. To cal
culate the number of possible codewords, we focus on the possible combinations of transitions, rather
than bits themselves, ineach block. As shown in figure 8, there are 2*-l possible transitions (both 0

to 1and 1 to 0) in n-1 positions, where the first transition at the beginning of the block is excluded
because it's deterministic. Consequendy, the number of possible codewords is:
S=C(n-l,2*-l)

(1)

where C(n^n)gm!^w7m^ is the combinatorial function. From this observation, the fixed transition
code can also be described as asimple translation from a fixed weight code. The greatest integer value

smaller than log2S gives the total possible bit size m ofinput data. The ratio ofm to n is the coding
efficiency (or code rate). The efficiency is shown in figure 9 for different values ofn. For reasonable
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Figure 8. Possible transition locations in a codeword.
A Codeword of 12 bits and four 0 to 1 transitions
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block sizes (say n=8 to n=20) the efficiency ranges from about 60% to 80%. The implementationof

the encoding and decoding can be done by standard read only memory (ROM) running at the block
rate. Larger block sizes result in larger ROMs, but also reduce the speed of the subsequent circuitry.
For block sizes of large n, the ROM size of 2" will be too large to realize. In this case, a combina

torialcircuitryto implement the codingand decoding is still possible, and again there will be a tradeoff
between simple implementation and high bandwidth efficiency. The Appendix gives a detailed
exploration of this combinatorial implementation.

533. The Precise Delay Line

A precise delay line is required for conversionto block-parallel. While the design of such a dev
ice is a problem in integrated circuit design, which we have not addressed in detail, figure 10 shows

one approach which shows promise and illustrates the feasibility of meeting the requirements. Two
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Ftgure 9a. The maximum available input block size as a function ofcode size.
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Figure 9b. Thecoding efficiency as a function ofcode size.
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delay lines with identical buffers are used. The delay of each buffer is controlled by abias current and
determined by acommon control voltage. By aphase detection ofthe input and output ofone delay
line, where the input is from an external source ofthe same block period (as derived from acrystal
oscillator), the control voltage produces the desired delay for another matched delay line. This idea for
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generating precise delays was similarly proposed and verified in [9].

The delay accuracy is determined by the frequency accuracy of the external clock and the
matching ofcircuitry in two delay lines. The accuracy in matching ofthe external clock can be very

high (e.g. within 0.1%) using a crystal, and the degree of circuit matching can also be high in
integrated circuits. Suppose there is a 8% phase inaccuracy at the output of the delay line for the
recovered clock, the percentage inaccuracy will be n8% for the bit clock. Suppose it isrequired that

the latching timing be within +/-e% ofthe central data pulse for accurate latching (with no significant
degrading in error rate). Thenwe have
n6«Se

(2)

As a numerical example, with delay phase accuracy of 1% and 25% tolerance in latching, the block
size can be as high as n=25.

Figure 10.A precise delay lineimplementation.
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5.4. Experimental Examples

For purposes ofdemonstration, ablock code ofsize n=12 and k=4 was chosen. This gives m=8
data bits perblock anda 67% efficiency.

The experimental circuitry is shown in figure 6. Commercial ECL integrated circuits were used,
with the exception of aTTL ROM for the fixed transition decoder. For the encoding and decoding, a

ROM of256 by 10 bits is sufficient (2.5K bits) for the encoder, and the decoder is a 1024 by 8ROM.
The block synchronization design follows the approach suggested in the previous section, and the

delay line was implemented by a series RC delay buffer, where the delays were set manually. The
optic transceivers used were the AT&T ODL-50 and ODL-200, connected with multimode fibers.
Data rates of 50 Mb/s and 200 Mb/s were tested. Figure 11 shows thetransmit and receive data

block. Only the preamble sequence was transmitted, and the recovered block timing was self-

synchronized. The delayed block timing of205 nsec which latched the 11th bit is also shown. Figure
12 shows two data blocks transmitted alternatively, and the block timing was still maintained correcdy.
5.5. Conclusion

The fixed transition coding method provides simple timing recovery by having the transmitter

combine the data and timing information. We believe that the timing recovery method presented in

this chapter provides an attractive solution to the timing recovery problem in future optic networks.
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Figure 11a. 50 Mb/s. (a) Transmitting data (the preamble: 111010101000);
(b) Received data, via AT&T ODL-50; (c) Recovered Timing (240 nsec/block).
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Figure lib. (a) Received data; (b) Recovered Timing; (c). Delayed
clock to latch the 11th bit.
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Figure lie. 200 Mb/s. (a) Transmitting data (the preamble); (b) Received data,
via AT&T ODL-200; (c) Recovered Timing (60 nsec/block); (d) Delayed Clock.
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Figure 12a. 50 Mb/s. (a) Transmitting data of two different blocks;
(b) Received data; (c) Recovered Timing (240 nsec/block).
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Figure 12b. 50 Mb/s. (a) Received data; (b) Recovered Timing; (c). Delayed
clock to latch the 11th bit.
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Figure 12c. 200 Mb/s. (a) Transmitting data; (b) Received data; (c) Recovered
clock (60 nsec/block); (d). Delayed clock.
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Appendix. Algorithms for Encoding and Decoding

Acodec design for the mapping between afixed transition codeword and abinary data word is
considered in this appendix. First, the equivalence between the fixed weighted and transition codes is

explained, and the circuit implementation is simple and straightforward. As shown in figure A.1, fixed
transition codes and fixed weighted codes can be converted simply with just exclusive-or gates. In the

foUowing, without loss of generality, acoding algorithm and design ofthe fixed weighted code of
(11,4) is illustrated, where each block has 11 bits, with 4 bits of l's. The total possible number of
codewords is 330,allowing binary source data words of 8 bits.

The Mapping. First, the codeword is listed from the smallest binary value (00000001111) to

the largest (11110000000). The mapping is defined by assigning each codeword an 8 bit binary
number whose value is equal to the sequence number of the codeword in the list. In other words,
00000001111 ismapped to 00000000 (0), 0000)010111 to 00000001(1), and so on (Table 1).

Figure A.1. Conversion between Fixed Transition Code and Fixed Weighted Code.
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Table 1,The mappingbetweendata and the fixed weightedcode (11*4).
decimal data

binary data

0

00000000

00000001111

1

00000001

00000010111

codeword

2

00000010

3

00000011

00000011011
00000011101

4

00000100

00000011110

5

00000101

00000100111

•

254

11111110

10010011000

255

11111111

10010100001

The Algorithm. To get an arithmetic algorithm toimplement themapping, some properties are
observed:

(1)

For each "1" in the codeword, depending on its positions in the whole blockand the sequence

relationship with the three other Ts, it has acorresponding "base value". Inother words, if a
"1" of a codeword is in a position i counting from leftand has j-1 Ts onits left hand side, its

base value is defined by. For the (11,4) fixed weighted code, the corresponding base values for
each T

(2)

in the codeword is shown in table 2.

The summation of the four basevalues in binary is the mapped data.

Table 2, Base value bu for the fixedweighted code (11,4).
•

l

j
1
1

210

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
0

9

10

126

70

35

15

5

1

84

56

35

20

10

4

1

0

28

21

15

10

6

3

1

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

•

3

.

-

-

-

-

-

11
-

— —

4

-

0

i: the position of each bit in the codeword from the left handside,
j: the position for "1" in thecodeword among all"l"s, from left
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As an example, a codeword (00101100100) is mapped to 70+20+15+5=110= (01101110)2,
where ft 31 is 70, 652 is 20, and so on. On the other hand, if a binary number is given, for example

245=(11110101)2, it can be expressed as a sum of 210+35+0+0, the codeword it maps is
(10010000011). Notice thatthe mapping is unique.

The Implementation. It consists of two parts: encoding and decoding. The encoder needs to

decompose the binary input into a sum of four base values, and outputs "1" at the corresponding bits
and "0" elsewhere. The logic diagram is shown in figure A3. In the first decomposition stage, the

input is the 8 bitdata. If the data isgreater than bn, it is subtracted by bn and the output bit1is setto
1. Otherwise there is no subtraction, the data is passed to the next stage, andtheoutput bit1is 0. This

Figure A.2.Encoder, where data isdecomposed intoa summation of base values.
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same process is carried through in the foUowing stages, and the adder, whose output is used to address
the base value among four rows for each bit in table 2, is incremented by 1ifthe stage has output 1. It
is noted that each base value memory has only four words for code (11,4). As shown in the figure, a

pipeUne structure can also be formed by inserting latches between each stage so the high speed Umit
can be avoided.

Figure A3.Decoder, where the correct base values corresponds to each "1" in
the input codeword isaccumulated and the final summation is the desired data.
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The decoder does the inverse operation by fetching correct base values and summing them,

figure A.3. The first adder in each stage isused to address the correct base values among four rows in
table 2 for each bit Thesecond adder accumulates thecorrect base value in eachstage if the input bit

is 1; otherwise, the adder does nothing. As noted, latches can also be added for the same reason
above. For a whole system picture, theencoding and decoding is shown in figure A.4.
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CHAPTER 6

The Cascading Effect of Circuit Switches

6.1. Introduction

Circuit switches were suggested in chapter 2 toprovide a higher network throughput for a given

technology. To minimize the low speed constraints from electronics in optical networks, no timing
recovery in the switch isone ofthe primary features proposed in TSS. That is, the signal passing inter
mediate switching nodes isconverted from optical pulses toelectrical pulses, amplified, switched, and
transformed to optical pulses again. Intheprocess, noretiming is used.

As pointed out inchapter 5,high speed timing recovery beyond 100 Mb/s ingeneral is not easy
to accomplish. Therefore, avoiding retiming process in the intermediate switches provides a higher

speed capability and lower cost implementation. However, the associated disadvantage isalarger tim
ing jitter which may accumulate through many switch stages, especially if the circuit switch has larger
crosstalk between adjacent channels. As aresult, this chapter provides a preliminary study and design

for this problem. At the time of this thesis iswritten, the high speed circuit switch chip [8] is still not
available; therefore, a logic circuit is used instead to simulate the switching chip. Further work is dis
cussed at the end of this chapter.

62. Timing Jitter Model

For digital transmission, a timing signal is recovered at the receiver to regenerate data bit
streams. Because noise and dispersion are inherent in the channel and timing recovery is imperfect in

practical realizations (e.g., mistune in the bandpass resonator), timing jitter isalways associated with
therecovered timing signal. Thistiming jitter degrades thereceiver performance.

Inthis chapter, theexperiment panwas primarily carried outby Janet M.Cooper, [7].

Chapter 6: Switch Cascading
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GeneraUy speaking, the magnitude of the timing jitter increases when transmission distance
increases. To overcome this problem, repeaters with retiming are used between the source and destina

tion. In each repeater, there is a local timing derived from the input data stream. Derived by either a

phase lock loop (PLL) or anarrow band filter, this timing isinsensitive to the incoming jitter associ
ated with theinput data. The jitter after retiming can thereby be greatly reduced.

In telephone systems, a long distance transmission line may consist of many repeaters for the

above purpose. The jitter effect after cascading these repeaters becomes very significant at the final
receiver. Consequendy, much work has been done on analytic models and experimental tests [1-6]. In

general, the jitter can beclassified into random and systematic jitter. The random jitter comes from
random noise in thechannel [1], while the systematic jitter comes from thedata pattern dependence in

the timing recovery [61. Because of this dependence, the systematic timing jitter wUl accumulate
through the repeater chain andis a moreserious problem.

In TSS, timing is not recovered in the switches until in the final receiver, and the timing jitter
introduced in each stage is primarily from asynchronous channels and the switching circuit itself (e.g.

thermal noise). Therefore, the random timing jitter is more significant than the systematic jitter. If
each stage introduces ajitter with independent and identical statistics (IID), and the jitter ineach stage
is At, the final jitter accumulated after n stageswill be:

At&nAt2

(1)

So the magnitude of the jitter wUl be proportional to the square root of the number of stages incas
cade. In LAN applications, both the jitter size At ineach stage and the number of stages are smaU;

therefore, timing recovery is not necessary. For high speed communication, this is very attractive
because of low implementation costandlittiedegraded performance.
63. Experiment Setup

The purpose of the experiment is to further justify the feasibility ofno timing recovery through
cascaded circuit switches. A logical view for the testing system isshown in figure 1. As noted, it con

sists mainly of optical transceiver links. In practice, available optical fibers and transceivers on hand
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Figure1.A logical view for thejitter testing system.
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are very Umited. ConsequenUy, a feedback loop structure, where only one optical Unk is needed, is
used to replace the structure shown in figure 1. The characteristics ofthe optic links used and the feed
backloopdesign are described in theremaining section.
6.3.1. Optical Link Components

In the experiment, the optical components, which consist ofoptical fibers, fiber connectors, opti
cal transceivers, and fiber connection tools are all from AT&T BeU Labs. The fibers used are aU
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Figure 2. IUustrations of biconical and SMA connectors.
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62.5/125 \m (core/cladding) multimode. Their distance ranges from 400 to 700 meters (by experi
mental testing). Multimode fibers offer large mechanical tolerance in fiber spUcing and wiU be
sufficient for this preliminary testing.

The two most popular connector types are shown in figure 2. These connectors are low loss and
available in multiple-mode and single-mode versions [9]. The biconical connector, invented and

standardized by AT&T, is larger than SMA due to its internal spring and the biconical design. The
connector used in the experiment, however, is caUed the ST™ Series Lightguide Connectors, acombi
nation ofthe above two, figure 3. Depending on preparation, these connectors can have aloss as low
as 0.2 db [7].
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Figure 3. Photographs ofthe ST™ connector used in the experiment

The optical transceiver pairs used are ODL-50 and ODL-200 Lightwave Series. ODL-50 is
designed for data rates from 1to 50 Mb/s (NRZ) at distances up to 3Km. The transmitter has aLED

operated at 0.85 \im wavelength, and the receiver has aPIN photodiode for detection. ODL-200 is
designed for data rates from 40 to 220 Mb/s (NRZ) at distances also up to 3Km. Its LED is operated at
1.3 urn and it also uses PIN diode for detection. Both ODL-50 and ODL-200 are compatible with
62.5/125 \xm fiber and are available in standard 16-pin DIP packages.

The fibers were originaUy obtained from AT&T separately from the connectors. Tools are

needed to join them. These wiring tools are included in the AT&T 1032A Tool Kit for multimode
fibers and ST™ connectors wiring. Detailed connection procedures can be seen in [7,10].
6-3.2. Feedback Loop Setup

Apractical system for jitter testing is shown in figure 4. TTie primary motivation to have such a
structure is to use only one optical link to study the switch cascading effect. The basic idea is to feed
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Figure 4. A practical testingsystemin feedback loop for jitter test.
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the received pulse back tothe transmitter, sotocascade the circuit switches isequivalent to passing the

pulse as many times as the number of switches incascade. If the optical channel has large bandwidth
sothat the intersymbol interference is insignificant, this approach provides very economic and simple
implementation.

If nospecial care is taken, the pulse may recirculate infinitely through the same link. To control
the number of recirculations, which is also the number of switches cascaded, a gating signal is used to

kill the feedback pulses after recirculating a certain number of times, figure 5.

In a practical implementation, the source signal is a periodic pulse train with asmall duty cycle,
and the gating signal derived from itisawider inverted pulse with almost the same phase, figure 6. As
a result, to kill the nth pulse, a relation between the propagation delay T„ and the pulse period Tp
should be satisfied:

niTpgmodTp) =Tp

(2)

Since a deterministic pulse source is used, only a "half eye" diagram can be observed for the

jitter accumulation effect Asshown in figure 4, acombinatorial logic circuit is inserted in the feed
back loop to simulate the circuit switch. Asynchronous signals can be excited to investigate the
"crosstalk" effect to the timing jitter. When the real high speed circuit switch becomes available, a
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more realistic jitter study can be carried out.

6.4. Test Results

The results for jitter accumulation based on the description above are summarized in this sec
tion. Although they are very preliminary and qualitative, they suggest that not including retiming in
intermediate switching nodes is very promising. Since the ODL-50 and ODL-200 have different fre
quency ranges, they were tested separately.

Figure 5. Feedback timing for the system in figure 4.
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Figure 6. Illustration of timing relationship in Eq. (1).
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Figure 7. The propagation delay measurement
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6.4.1. ODL-50

For ODL-50, input pulse widths from 20 nsec (50 Mb/s NRZ) to 1 usee (1 Mb/s NRZ) are
tested. Figure 7 shows a fiber of propagation delay of 2.7 |isecis used. Figure 8 shows thetransmitted

pulse train plus therecirculated pulses for up to 1,2,5,35,55 passes through the loop. AU the pulses
areof width 150nsec. All the results in figure 8 have no asynchronous noise excited.

As shown in the figure, thetiming jitter effectis notsignificant even for a large number of recir
culations. The results for narrower width (20 nsec) and with asynchronous noise excited are similar

and show verylitde degradation. The photo results are notshown here because theyare indistinguish
able from camera pictures.

Different fiber lengths (6.06 Jisec with 1 extra connector between fibers and 8.86 |isec with 2
extra connectors) for the same testing are also investigated. Basically they show the same results as
mentioned above.

6.4.2. ODL-200

ODL-200 operates at a higher frequency range and is ECL 100K series compatible; therefore,

separate testing is done for higher frequency investigation. First results in [7] showed unsuccessful
transmission except for 50% duty cycle pulse trains. This makes the original feedback loopdesign in
figure 4 impossible. With an additional testing circuit board supplied by AT&T BeU Labs, successful
transmissions with differentduty cycle percentages are observed, as shownin figures 9,10.
To test the timing jitter for narrower pulse widths(Le., higher transmission rate up to 200 Mb/s
NRZ), the same circuit design in figure 4 can be used. This is feasible because of successful short

pulse transmission verified in figures 9,10. Since the high speed circuitswitch is not available and it
has its own timingjitterandcrosstalk characteristics, the investigation of the cascading effect for high
rate at 200 Mb/s has been delayed until the above situation is resolved.
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Figure 8. Input and recirculated pulses through ODL-50 and 62.5/125 fibers.
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Figure 8. continued.
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Figure 8. continued.
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Figure 9. The tested clock transmission via ODL-200.
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Figure 10. Successful pulse transmission with different duty cycles.
(a). 15 nsec short width pulse.
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(b). 30 nsec short "inverted" pulse.
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65. Future Extension

This chapter provides apreliminary examination of the effect ofcascading circuit switches, and

a feedback loop testing strategy isalso suggested. Basic results for data rates within 50 Mb/s show the
timing jitter effect is notimportant if switches are cascaded without timing recovery.

In the future, if the high speed circuit switch becomes available, this jitter test can berepeated.

In addition, if the number of available optical transceivers islarge enough, testing using the method in

figure 1can also be constructed. In this case, a pseudo random signal can be sent to the system; the
timing jitter, eye diagram, and biterror rate can all be measured.
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CHAPTER 7

Future Work

7.1. Introduction

In previous chapters, both system and implementation approaches to low cost and high perfor
mance fiber optic networks have been discussed. To integrate all these approaches, to appreciate all
implementation problems, and to justify the proposed high performance and low cost, the realization of
prototype networks is very helpful and important
In this chapter, a very basic TSS network serving 64 Kb/s voice traffic, described in chapter 2, is

designed and described. The timing recovery approach mentioned in chapter 5 wUl also be adopted.

Even the network function is very simple, most of the implementation details can be appreciated
through the design procedures. This prototype network design presented in this chapter provides a
reference for future implementation, and many modifications discussed in chapters 3,4 can be easily
extended from this basic design.

Figure 1. A Pure 64 Kb/s Time Slot Switching Prototype Network.
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Figure 2. Internal structure of the prototype network in Figure 1.
(a). The right hand side of Figure 1.
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72. A Prototype TSS Network

Based on the descriptions ofTSS in chapter 2, a prototype network topology for pure 64 Kb/s

digital voice traffic is shown in figure 1. Two switching nodes are connected by optic fibers, whUe aU
telephones are connected to the switches through the TCM (Time Compression Multiplexer). Each
TCM occupies one crosspoint pair of the circuit switch, while many telephone users can share one
TCM because the fiber optic bandwidth is many times the 64 Kb/s voice rate. The central controUer,

which provides the frame timing and makes decisions on circuit connections, resides on one of the
switching nodes.

Figure 2a shows the internal structure ofthe right hand side of figure 1: the TCM, the switching
node, and the central controUer. Figure 2b shows the structure of the left hand side. The reader can

compare figure lc in chapter 2 to see the difference, where the control traffic is merged into the same
TSS network as described in section 2.3.3. The internal structures of the TCM, packet en/de

capsulation, channel en/de-coder, user interface, system timing, and central controUer in figure 2wiU
be described below.

7.2.1. The User Interface

The function of the user interface is to serve as atranslator between the speech and the digitized

bit streams, figure 3. Therefore, itconsists primarily ofa64 Kb/s PCM digitization circuit.
64 Kb/s PCM digitization of voice is standard and straightforward: the hybrid for interfacing the

telephones, the filters for antialiasing and smoothing, and the PCM codec for the waveform quantiza
tion. The digitized bit streams from the PCM codec generaUy is in serial bits, which is converted to an
acceptable parallel format tobestored inthe TCM memory buffer.
722. The TCM

The term, TCM (Time Compression Multiplexer), implies two functions: (1) compressing con

tinuous PCM data into "data packets" and decompressing the data packets into continuous PCM data

(see chapter 2), and (2) multiplexing many voice channels into one high speed optic Unk through the
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Figure 2, Continued, (b). The left handsideof Figure 1.
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Figure3. The User Interface.
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As shown in figure 4, there are two memory banks for the compressor: one for buffering the
PCM data, and one for fetching the data at the Unk speed in certain time slots. The reason for having

two memories is that the reading and writing of one memory can not happen at the same time. After
each frame, the roles of these two memories wiU exchange; therefore, additional multiplexing is
needed. The counters serveas the addresses for thesememories. Sincethey increment their addresses

at different rates (one for buffering data from the user interface, one for fetching data for high speed
transmission to the channel), an additional 2 by 2 circuit switch is used to switch these two clocks.

The control signal, which controls the switching ofthe switches, the multiplexers, and the memories,
toggles every timeframe andis notshown in thefigure.

Figure 5. The TCM, the receiving part
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Each voice channel operates at acomparatively lower rate than the high speed Unk (e.g., 200

Mb/s). To fully utilize the high speed link, many voice channels are multiplexed together. To deter
mine which channel is assigned to each time slot, a slot memory is associated with the multiplexer.

The multiplexing information is fed from the central controller. The counter of the slot memory,
which increments by 1 after every time slot, serves as the address of the content in slot memory.
When new circuit connection information is fed from the central or local controller, the address may
alsobe direcdy supplied from the controUer.

The decompression and the demultiplexer in the TCM, figure 5, do the inverse operation.
723. The Packet Encapsulation and Decapsulation

Figure 6.The Packet Encapsulation for Speech.
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A data packet itself can not be direcdy sent to its destination. For the packet switching (e.g.
X.21), apreamble sequence, apacket header, the source and destination addresses, acknowledgement

bits, the packet length, the sequence check, and other important information for the packet processing
are all included with the data in apacket In our prototype TSS network for voice, due to the nature of

circuit switching and speech, and assuming each packet length is fixed, apacket would contain only a

slot preamble, apacket header, and the data. The preamble is used for the initial timing recovery, and
the packet frame is used todetect the beginning of apacket

Figure 6 shows the packet encapsulation block, where the preamble, the packet header, and the
data are multiplexed to the channel encoder by aproper timing control. Figure 7, the packet decapsu
lation, does the inverse operation. When aframe header is detected, itrecognizes the beginning ofthe
data sequence, and itnotifies the TCM to store the incoming bitstreams.

Figure 7. The Packet Decapsulation for Speech.
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7.2.4. The Channel Encoder and Decoder

The channel encoder transforms packets into a format which will enhance the processing in the
receiver. As discussed in chapter 5, the fixed transition code wUl be used for the purpose of timing

recovery in the receiver. The implementation is also discussed in the chapter 5 appendix. After
encoding, thedata is converted from parallel toserial and sent onthephysical channel, figure 8
The channeldecoder recovers the bit streams by the timing recovery approach in chapter 5, and

at this momentthe data is in parallel format A decoder discussed in chapter 5 canbe used, figure 9.
7.2.5. The System Timing

In a digital system,correct timing is essential to the proper operation of the whole system. The
system timing has two parts: the global timing and local timing. The global timing is the frame and
slot timing for every switching node so they can switch on and off synchronously. The central con
troUer has a master clock for frame and slot timings, while other switching nodes regenerate these
Figure 8. The Channel Encoder.
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Figure 9. The Channel Decoder.
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timings based on the method mentioned in chapter 2. That is, a frame preamble is transmitted by the
central controller at thevery beginning of each frame. A switching node willrecover the frame timing
by detecting this preamble and theslottiming by a phase lock loop, figure 2b.

The local timing is used for the internal control of the above mentioned functions. In general,

the timing has two separate sets: transmission and receiving. In addition, this timing design iscompUcatcd and depends on the physical constraints of the circuit chips used. Consequendy, no detailed
designis considered in this thesis.
7.2.6. The Central Controller and Control Traffic

The functions of the central controller are to: (1) generate the global system timing, (2) decide
the switchandTCM connections, and(3) maintain the network. Figure 10 showsthe internal structure

of the central controller, where a frame preamble is sent direcdy tothe network atthe first slot of every

frame to provide the global timing, and the microprocessor determines the traffic switching and moni
tors the network. The channel codec and the packet capsulation havebeen described above.
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Figure 10. The central controller.
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73. Modified Prototype Networks
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In the last section, a prototype TSS network for pure voice traffic is presented. Networks of
more service and larger sizes can easUy be extended from this prototype. The principles behind these
extensions are based on the discussions in chapters 3 and 4.

73.1. A LAN for General Service: Voice, Data, and Video
To provide a general traffic service, we can consider a very simple star network as shown in

figure 11. More complicated topologies are not difficult to extend. As noted, there are two links
between the switching nodes with video terminals and the central hub. For video service, a dedicated

circuit is provided; otherwise, the double links provide higher capacity for data and voice traffic and
higher reliability for the system.
Figure 12 shows the internal structure of this simple network, where each block will be the same

as mentioned as in the last section except for the user interfaces for the data and video, which depends

on the specific terminals used. If CSMA is used together with TSS (see chapter 3), the circuit switches
wiU have two different configurations, as shown in figure 6, chapter 3.
The data packet concentrator merges data packets from different users or directs packets to their
final destinations. If this data traffic is served by TSS slot memories and multiplexers will be used, just

like the TCM in figures 4,5. If integrated CSMA and TSS is used, the data packet concentrator will
merge outgoing packets from data terminalsinto a queue based on some rules (e.g., FIFO),and direct
received packets based on their final destination addresses. In addition, the carrier sense signal (cp.
figure 6b, chapter 3) from the switch is checked before die concentrator sends the packets.

73.2. A MAN with Skew TSS and Slot-Ring Service

Based on die studies in chapter4, a metropolitan area network with larger area (e.g. SO Km) can

be implemented using the skew TSS and slot-ring, which are not Umited by the larger propagation
delay. The prototype network considered wiU be the same as shown in figure 11, where each optical
link is however assumed to have large propagation delays.
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Figure 12. An internal structure of the prototype general service network.
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Figure 13. The internal structure of the STSS and slot-ring for MAN.
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If the STSS and slot-ring approaches in chapter 4 are used, the internal structure is shown in
figure 13. If the central controller is located at the central hub, the frame and slot timing wUl be
adjusted to provide a timing relationship shown in figures 3,4, chapter 4. In this way, a skew time slot
schedule can be assigned and the guard time can almost be eliminated.
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During the slot-ring operation, a high speed processing circuit is used for empty/full/address
checking attheblock rate. If anode has packets to send and the received slot is empty, the packet can
be inserted and transmitted through the network.

7.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, as the final chapter of this thesis, we explore many network implementations to
testand realize theapproaches described in previous chapters. The intention of this chapter is to fill an
inherent gap between theories and implementations. For thedetailed circuit layout and control timing,
it wouldbe straightforward from the data sheets andthe descriptions in thischapter.

